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The work desoribed divides i tselt into three parts. The first ot 

these describes an experimental investigation into the influenoe of a line 

sink on a turbulent boundary la.;rer, the objeot of whioh was to asoertain 

the overall effeot on the values of boundary layer thickness and. mean 

velooi ty profile shape faotor of removing a given amount of fluid. To 

this end, an axisymmetrio bO\mdary layer duct was oonstruoted. W1 thin 

the limitations of the experimental investigation, which was restrioted 

to the oase of only one initial value of shape-factor, it was found 

possible to represent the effeot of a suotion strip on a boundary layer 

in a semi-empirioal manner. It was also apparent that the transient 

effeots as represented by the laok of universality of the mean velooity 

distribution only persisted for a limited extent downstream of the suotion 

strip. 

The seoond part of this work considers the problem of the optimum 

. diatribution of suction in order to suppreaa the separation of a boundary 

layer. A fairly oomprehensive theoretical treatment of this problem is 

presented which can be used to define the distribution of suction for 

any surface over whioh the boundary layer flow is essentially two

dimensional. The basis of this approaoh is that the suction distribution 

oan be defined by speoif'ying .an upper limit on the value of either one 

of the two parameters which are normally taken as defining the state at 

a boundary layer, i.e., momentum thiokness and shape faotor. The precise 

value lot this upper limit is defined. by the condition that the suotion 

power required should be a minimum. A series of calculations have beon 



Wldertaken whioh illustrate the general valid! ty ot this approaoh and. whioh 

:f'urther result in a prediotion of the minimum suotion quantity neoessary 

in order to obtain a given lift ooeffioient. These results may be used as 

the basis tor a project study of an aircraft which utilises this type o£' 

boundary layer oontrol, and also as a starting point for an experimental 

investigation which would introduce the influence of the various methcds 

of attaining an idealised porous surface in practioe. 

The third part of the work oonsiders the alternative of boundary 

layer oontrol by tangential blowing. Experimental measurements on a plane 

wall jet are compared with Glauert' s theoretical prediotions and it is 

noted that, whereas the basic idea behind Gl.auert's approach is confirmed, 

some of the detailed prediotions show signifioant discrepanoies. The 

existence of a region of universal mean velooity distribution near the 

surfaoe is oonfirmed. 

A method of oaloulating the streamwise variation of the maximum 

velooi ty of a wall jet is proposed whioh is based on the principles of 

similari ty of the mean velooi ty distribution, oontinui ty and variation 

of momentum due to the aotion of the ::rur1'aoe shearing force. Oonsideration 

is made of the effects of . surface ourvature and the superposi tion of a 

tree stream on the development of a wall jet and it is noted that the 

latter effect is small. In the case of :flap blowing, it is shown that 

the non-dimensional blowing momentum ooeffioient can be interpreted 

directly in terms of the value of the ratio of maximum jet velocity to 

looal stream velooi ty where both are measured at the trailing edge. 
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Survey of previous ,Jork on the effect of n. line dnk on a 

t-urbulent bouncWry layer 

'rhe first part of this work describes ari. experimental investigation 

into the effect of a ~l suction strip an a turbulent boundary l~er. 

Of particular interest is the inf'luence an momentllm thickness and shape 

factor of renoving a v-ven proportion of the boundary layer. 

Extennive experimental investir;ations hn.ve been undertaken which 

demonstrate the effectiveneas of slot suction as a means of increasinr; the 

maximum lift coefficient of conventional aerofoils. Some of this work, 

which extends as for back as 1)140 or earlier, has been described iri. a 

series of papers by Regenschei t (1946), by H.egenschei t and. Schrenlc (1947) 

and by ',7alz ant'. E1llers (1947). Al though these tests covered a wide 

range of aerofoil parameters, they were basically of an ac hoc nature 

and it is not possible to deduce the effect of the . sHcti on slot on the 

boundary layer in any detail. As far as the author is aware, there are 

only two irrvestigations describe.: in the literature v.mch follow similar 

lines to thc one to be outlined. i7allis (1515(;) deucribes an e).,])eril!1ental 

investigation of the effect of a suction slot on a turbulent boundary layer 

in zero pressure gradient.l-'ierpoint(1)4 .~) also considered the problcm but 

did so I'w.inly f'rOrl the pOint of' view of t .. he optimum shape 1'or an efficient 

suction slot. JJ. though both these investibations offered a useful back-

ground to the problem, n" i ther were suf.r-lciently comprehensive to present 

a basis for predicting [,he effect of removing a Given proportion of a 

boundary layer of an arbi trary shape factor 

I UNIVERSITY I 
LIBRARY 
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1. O1,1tline of an experimental investigation- into the influeno of 

a line sink on a ttU"bulen t boundary layer. 

1.1. Introduction. 

Onoe one acoepts the conoept of a "Motion" or boundary layer of 

fluid of reduoed str .aiDw1se momentum in the vioini ty of a surface, the 

quali tative explanation of flow separation b oomes self-evident. Thus, 

surfaoe friction dissipates the momentum and should such a flow meet a 

region of rising static pressure, the fluid velooi ty tends to decrease 

yet :t\lrther and may r~erse direotiori in the immediate vicinity of the 

surface. In this event, the flow is said to have separated from the 

surfao • 

It boundary layer separation is to be avoided, two al ternati Ye 

approaohes suggest themselves. 

(i) Removal of the fluid in the immediate vioini ty of the 

surfac • 

(11) Re-energisation of the flow in the immediate vioinity ot 

the surfaoe by means of a high energy jet directed 

tangentially along the surface. Such a jet will be 

oapable of withstanding more severe adverse pressure 

gradients without separation. 

In addition, any device which increases the rate of transport 

of momentum across the boundary layer oan be used to dela;y separation. 

This is a less powerf'ul teohnique than (i) or (11) and will not be " , 

ocmsider d further. 

The objeot of this investigation is to consider the problem ot 



how to oontrol the development of a boundary layer in order to avoid 

separation. The problem oan be stated as follows:-

(a) What is the optimum distribution of suotion, or oorrespondingly, 

the optimum oonfiguration of tangential blowing slots? The 

optimum distribution will be assumed to be that whioh requires 

miniIl!UD1 . power. 

(b) What is the minimum amount of suotion (or blow) neoessary i5 

order to suppress a flow separation? This pre-supposes that 

the answer to (a) is already known. ' 

Seotion (1) describes an ~erimental investigation of the effeot 

of a line sink on a turbulent boundary layer and as a resul t, a simple 

. ane.lJrtioal representation is proposed which describes this effect. The 

problem of the optimum distribution of suotion is then oonsidered in 

Seotion (2) and it is shown." ~t. .. ~.~,, :two..·. equ.aU~-tl.~;g~h· are normally 

suffioient, (i.e., momentum equation for the boundary ~er thiokness 

and auxiliary equation for the mean velocity profile shape factor) 

to describe the development of a turbulent boundary layer on an 

impervious surfaoe must be supplemented if suotion is applied through 

the surfaoe. The third equation must olearly be a statement of how 

the suotion is to be distributed. This distribution must be such that 

separation is avoided and, furthermor e, that the power required to do 

2. 

this is a minimum. The analysis of the optimum suotion distribution which 

follows is used to prediot the suotion power neoessary to aohieve a given 

lift ooeffioient. This should be useful as a standard to be oompared with 

experimental results. 



,. 
Seotion (3) oonsiders the alternative approach of tangential 

blowing. Experimental measurement s of the development of a plane wall 

jet are oompared with Glauert' a (1956) theore:t;ical predictions. 

Introducing experi~enta1ly the additional complication of a free stream 

superposed on the wall jet it is shown that it has only a second order 

effeot on the development of the wall jet. 

1.2. 12£sim and developffiSlt of a boundary layer duct. 

Whereas continuously distributed suotion i s an idealisation which 

must be aooepted in the interests of' analytical simplicity, it will 

rarely be achieve"d in practice. In a practical boundary layer oontrol 

installation, the suotion will probably be distributed in the form of 

disorete spanwise strips. 

Suction systems have been designed utilising spanwise slots, the 

main advantages being simplioity, reduced possibility of blookage and 

reduced pressure drop_ At an early stage in the investigation, the 

author concluded that there was a requirement for an experimental 

investigation of the effect of a spanwise auotion strip on a turbulent 

boundary layer. The aim of this investigation was twofold. 

1. It was hoped to establish a simple analytical representation of 

the effect of a line sink on a boundary layer. Using this, it would 

be possible to extend the equations governing the development of a 

boundary layer in an adverse pressure gradient on an impervious surfaoe, 

to cover the case of a seriesof discrete suction strips distributed 

such that they suppress a flow separation. 



2. The seoondary objeot was to investigate the transient behaviour of a 

boundary layer in the vioini ty of a line sink, and in particular, to 

determine: -

(a) How the universal logan thmio mean velooi ty distribution 

re-establishes i toelf, and what kind of transient mean velocity 

distributions occurred during this process. Associated with 

this is the problem of h<)',7 the surface shearing force varies 

immediately downstream of a suction slot. 

(b) How far downstream of the slot the boundary layer mean 

velooity distribution and general development characteristics 

again become normal. 

In order to facilitate such investigation, it was neoessary to 

construot a boundary layer duct consisting of a variable entry length 

of rouehly zero pressure gr-adient followed by a region of rising static 

pressure designed to encourage a boundary layer separation. A variable 

entry length provides a direct means of controlling the thiclmess of the 

boundary layer at the point where it enter's the region of rising 

pressure. It was initially proposed to investigate the bO\.Uldary layer 

in the vicinity of a single suction strip at a fixed station in the region 

of rising pressure. Firstly~ it was necessary to decide whetlwr to 

design the equipment in order to approach effectively two-dimensional 

flow conditions, or a1 ternati vely, to construct an axisymmetric duct and 

thereby eliminate "end" effects. A two-dimensional duct of suitable aspect 

ratio was found to be physically large and to demand an excessive amount of 

power and hence the relative simplicity and smaller size of an axisymmetric 



duct was tilOught to, satisfy tile requirements more adequately. The 

disadvantage of the axisymmetric system is that any small asymmetry in the 

flow is difficult to eliminate , and, as small physical deviations trom a 

~ axiaymmetric duot seemed to oause serious asymmet~es in the 

flow, the problem of obtaining axisymmetrio flow oondi tions presented some 

diff1aulty. The f'ull sigQificance of this was not appreoiated W'ltil the 

duot had been completed, and boundary layer mean velooi ty measurements 

taken at various positions arOW'ld the duct, and at a number of streamwise 

stations. Several months of development work were directed towards 

imprQ'Ving the steadiness and axLalsymmetry of the flow. It became clear 

tilat it is increasingly difficult t<? maintain axisymmetrio flow 

condi tions in a diffuser as the bOWldary layer approaches separation, 

and it is virtually impoasible once the flow has separated. 

Fig. (1.1) shows th~ boundary layer duct as :finally constructed. 

The whole system was erected vertically and sui tabl,y supported on mul ti

purpose slotted angle. Fig. (1.2) shovls the suction strip in more detail 

and also the positions of the traversirig stations down the diffuser. A 

suction unit posi tioned at. the downstream end of the system was prefered 

to a I blow-down" system in order to eliminate the problems associated 

wi th smoothing the highly turbulent flow downstream of a fan or blower • 

.An ootline will now be given of the main considerations which 

contributed to the design of each of tile major components of the duot. 

1. pell mouth ent£x. 

As orig1.nally conoeived, the introducti<m of the flow into the 

parallel entry length was to be effected using a Bards. mouthpieoe. 



. ~ 

A oonsiderable amount of time was spent in an attempt to obtain steady 

f'low conditions both in the potential core, and in the boundary layer of 

the entry length, but no amount of screening againstlroom draughts or, 

alternatively, judicious positioning of transition wires, proved aooeptable. 

The decision was therefore taken to construot a bell mouthed entry in 

fibreglass. Measurements of the surfaoe static pressure variation down 

the bell mouth entry indicated a favourable pressure gradient and as no 

large scale velocity fl.uctuations could be found in the core of the entry 

length, the design was considered satisfactory. 

~ . Fmtry lenr;th. 

In order to achieve the required standard of preQision it was found 

necessary to construct the entry length out of searr~ess cold rolled 

tubing. Machined rings were attached a.t intervals in order to maintain an 

accurately circular section. 

3. Diffuser. 

The diffuser was constructed from longitudinal sections of wood, attached 

onto a 1 in. thick machined circular steel pla.te and machined to size. 

Immediately following the machining process, the wood vIas sealed £'ram the 

atmosphere with wax polish in an a ttempt to minimise distortion. The 

circular metal dioc 'Was found to be necessary for mounting in the lathe, 

but 1ms also useful as a means of minimising distortion of the wooden 

section over a period of time. Without the metal disc the pressure 

necessary to hold the wooden diffuser in the jaws of the chuck was such 

that the wood distorted and left no fixed reference surface for control 

of the accurate machining process. 



.., 

At its downstream end, the diffuser fitted into a reoess bored. in a 

mild steel plate whioh further assisted in maintaining the oircularity of 

the seotion. In spite of the precautions taken the wood tended to distort, 

particularly at the seams. It isoonsidered that the construotion of this 

diffuser in wood represented one of the major shortcomings of the equipment. 

However, the oonstruotion of a diffuser from a metal oasting would have 

presented such serious problems from the point of view of the diffioulty of 

obtaining sui table oastings, diffioul ty of maohining such a shape, and 

general oonsiderations of expense and oomplioation, that the defioiencies 

of the wooden diffuser wf!X'e acoepted. As mentioned previously, it is just 

suoh distortion whioh, in conjunction with an inoipiently separating flow 

oondition, oan result in a large degree of asymmetry in the flow. The area 

ratio of the diffuser was designed such that, in the absence of suotion 

through the slot and without any oentre bodies present, the boundary layer 

was a1m~st separated at the downstream end of the diffuser. Mean velooi ty 

traverses to be described, indioate this to be the oase. 

4. Retractable s ettlin,g length. 

A settling length was inoorporated in the equipment for two reasons:

(a) In order that it oould be removed and thereby enable an operator 

to set up traversing equipment on the inside surfaoe of the 

diffuser. 

(b) In order that a boundary layer in an inoipient state of separation 

at the downstream end of the diffuser could be given an opportunity to 

reo over and beoome more firmly attaohed to the surfaoe before 

entering the oollector box. This was mainly direoted towards 



reduoing the feedbaok of large soale turbulence from' the 

oollector box to the diffuser. 

The perspex window which is designed to faoi11 tate visual flow 

observations is detaohable, thereby allowing the removal of the diffuser 

oentrebody in seotions. This is neoessary before the settling seotion oan 

be wi thdrawn. 

5. Colleotor box and. fan. 

Honeyoomb and a fine pressure reduoing gauze separate the settling 

seotion from the oollector box. The objeot of this gauze is to reduce 

feedbaok to the diffuser of large soale turbulence in the oolleotor box. 

A oentrifugal fan driven by a oonstant speed motor is used to induoe 
, 
. .,; 

flow through the system and a variable area vent into the oollector box is 

used as a means of oontrolling the f1~v velooity down the duot. 

6. CentreQodie..!!!, 

The essential requirement of the boundary layer duot was to faoili tate 

measurements of the effeot of a suotion slot on a boundar,y layer in various 

stages of development towards separation. As an alternative to variable 

slot position or a variable angle diffuser, it wa.s deoided that a oentre-

body positioned in the entry length through whioh flow oruld be removed or 

injeoted into t he potential oore would provide a direot means of 

oontrolling the looal surface static pressure distribution without altering 
I 

the geometry of the equipment. Any resulting rise in the static pressure 

along the surface upstream of the suction strip would be reflected in an 

increase in the value of boundary layer shape factor at this point. Further-

more, in the case where fluid is removed through the oentrebody eIly boundary 



9. 

layer developed on the centrebody would pass through the surface and there 

would be no wake downstream of' this centrebody, which might otherwise have 

caused a certain amount of' unsteadiness in the diffuser. Due to lack o-r 

time, this inlet length centrebody was in fact, never used. 

The main object of' the diffUser centrebody was to counteract the 

effect of the annular suction strip on the streamwise static pressure 

distribution down the diff user. Thus, with a thick boundary layer, the 

streamwise pressure distribution down the diffuser is strongly af'fected, 

not only b r the variations of geometric cross-sectional area of the diffuser, 

but also the effective variations of cross-section area due to the variation 

in the displacement thickness of the boundary layer. It was proposed to 

alter the effective streamwise thickness distribution of the diffuser 

centrebody by choosing the distribution and quantity of air emitted. from 

the centrebody so that the static pressure distribution along the walls 

of the diffuser remained unaffected by removal of air through the annular 

suction slot. It is interesting to note that it was found to be possible 

to compensate for a wide range of suction quanti ties through the annular 

slot, using a fixed distribution of porosity along the centrebody, simply by 

adjusting the amount of air wi thdravlIl through the centrebody. 

1.3. Construction of the suction strip and experimental details 

Non-dimensional slot suction coefficient used 
X 

The porous strip was constructed from a fine gauze available under the 

proprietary name of' 'Perflec'. It was mounted flush with the surface in a 

recess in a perspex ring and the ring was in turn mounted in an annular 

slot in the dif'f'user (see Fig .l.2). The gauze used had a large resistance 

* -~ ~" €.. (A..",)..~(,( (,. ' <. - I \.'~. \J~ 
t\ If I 
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to fl(i)W through it, whiah tended to minimise local inflow a,nd outflow in the 

Qondi tion of nominally zero suction. The perforations of I' the gauze were s 

fine that it was prone to blockage after a prolonged period of operation. 

An indioation of axial symmetry of the suction distribution was obtained from 

twelve statio tappings registering the pressure around the annular suction 

chamber. This pressure distribution could be adjusted by means of screw 

olips on the twelve flexible tubes, whioh oonnect the annular suction 

ohamber to a common collecting chamber and thence to the sUction pump. 

Traverses across the boundary layer were taken at a series of strearn

wise positions along, and angular positions around, the duct (Fig. 1.2). 

Total pressure traverses were followed immediately by static pressure 

traverses, both pressures being referenced with respect to a flush statio 

pressure tapping in the vicinity of the traversing station. The position 

of these static tappings is not shown in Fig. (1.2) as it is arbitrary, 

and does not materially affect the results. The total head probes were 

manufaotured by reducing the wall thiokness of hypodermio tubing to 0.005 in. 

and hammering it out on a pieoe of shim steel 0.004 in. thick. The statio 

probe was a standard unit made of hypodermic tubing (O.D. = 0.034 in.). No 

oorreotions were made to the results for displacement effects, Reynolds number 

effeots or the effects of turbulence. When not in use, all holes in the 

surface used far inserting traversing probes were filled flush to the surface 

with plasticine. 

The probe was traversed across the 'boundary layer using a 

micrometer screw with a range of 'tihrea inohes, and positioned 

relative to the surface eleotrioally. As the surfaoe of the dif:f'u.ser 

was non-oonduoting it was neoessary to coat it locally with a thin layer 

of graphite, and the indioation of contaot was obtained using an 
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oscilloscope. This was desirable as the electrical resistance of the 

thin conduct-ing film was very large. Extraneous eleotric81 pick-up in the 

open circuit condition was damped out. immediately the circuit was ooDtPleted 

by contact of the probe with the surfaoe. Between 30 and 40 readings 

throughout the traverse were found necessary to define accurately the mean 

veloci ty distribution. As separation is approaohed, it becomes increasingly 

important to oonsider the variation of static pressure across the boundary 

layer in the vicinity cl' the surfaoe, espeoiall y if it is required to define 

acourately the universal velooity distributionl: In some of the traverses 

near separation, the variation of statio pressure in this region was at 

least as signifioant as the variation of total head. 
I . 

An aoourate indication of the airspeed down the duct was obtained by 

measuring the mean pressure registered by three interconnected flush statio 

tapping points at a given streamwise station (Y) (Fig. (1.1)) on the entry 

length just upstream of the diffuser. ~'his pressure was referenced with 

respect to a statio tapping in the bellmouth entry immediately downstream 

of the gauze and honeycomb, thereby eliminating any error introduoed by 

progressive blockage of the gauzes. 

The suction quantity removed per unit length of sink can be non-

dimensionalised using the local velooi ty outside the boundary layer 

and a length scale representative of boundary layer thiokness. B.oundary 

layer thickness is a somemat ill-defined quantity and displaoement thick-

ness would appear to represent a logically acceptable thiolmess parameter. 

However, such a non-dimensional expression oannot easily be interpreted in 

terms of the proportion of boundary layer remov~d, as the numerioal value 

appropriate to oomplete removal of the boundary layer varies with shape 

* ~e(L 1-t~ I·n 
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factor. An alternative non-d1menei~ suotion ooefficient, and one whioh 

is more oompatible with the proposed semi-theoretical representation of the 

effects of' suction on a boundDrY' layer, is the parameter ~) defined thus 

e 

where q = J u<\Y 
o 

and u(y) refers to the velocity profile without suction. 

It is noted that A=1 implies removal of 99% of' the boundary layer and henoe 

the value of' A oan be interpreted as the proportion of the boundary layer 

removed. For a singly infinite f'amily of' mean velocity distributions whioh 

oan be represented by a power law, the alternative suotion coeffioients are 

related thus, 
e 

• JU.:l'tr 

g/uQ =~ 
re 

o = ..... 
o 

q 2 
trom whioh it can be seen that - = - implies virtually complete 

00· (H-l) 
removal of the boundary layer. 

Values of sldn friction ooeffioient are obtained by oomparing the 

mean velooi ty distribution in the irmer twenty percent of the boundary 

layer with the universal mean velocity distribution. The sublayer will 

normall\Y' be too thin f'or aocurate measurement using standar,d traversing 

equipment, and hence the appropriate part of' the universal velooity 

- distribution, is the logari thmio region 

- = A log - + B u (u.y
) 

u. ,V 



Differentiating equation (1.1) for a given value u(y), in order to 

determine the ,errors· in U. introduoed by errors in the assumed value of 

A and B, we have 

(u/u.-B) dA B dB 
= - (UJu,. +A) • A - (UJu..+A) • if 

Assuming values of A = B = 5.6 proposed by Ross, (1956) after an ext ensive 
~ 

investigation of the ooeffioients which have been proposed, and as 

~ > 10 outside the sub1ayer, the ooeffioien ta of dA/ A and dB/B are both 
~ . 

of the order 1/3 or less. Henoe, for the worst case of an error in B 

adding to that in A, the resulting error in u,.. is still leas than the 

individual· errors in A or B. Also, from various interpretations of 

experimental data it would appear that a high value of the coefficient (A) 

ia normally associated with a low value of (B) and vioe versa, thereby 

indioating that there has been a tendenoy to oance1 an error in the value 

of one coefficient by a further error of opposite sign in the value of the 

other coefficient. This can easily be understood once it is realised that 

the logari thmio region of the mean velocity distribution is hardly mare 

than a point of inflexion between the sublayer and the outer region of 

flow. The implication of this insofar as it conoerns the error in 

~ as defined by equation (1.2) ia that the errors in (A}' and (B) oan' 

be expected to oancel and it is not unreasonable to expect the 

resulting error to be of an order one half of that which can be expected 

for either. Hence, if it is assumed that the values of both A and B are 

mown to within 10 per cent., it should be possible to estimate the value 



of the friction velocity to within 2 per cent. accuracy, and the 

oorresponding value of skin friction coef ficient to within 4- per cent. 

This order of acouracy is well within that of the experimental measUl"ements 

of u and y. Although experimental inaccuracies due to random scatter oan 

be eliminated by defining the velocity distribution by means of a large 

number of experimental measurements u(y), the inaccuracies due to displacement 

effects, Reynolds number effects and turbulenoe which are consistent f'rom 

reading to reading, cannot be eliminated ea.sily. However, it is thought 

that an overall accuracy on sld.n friotion co~ffioient of between 5 per cent. 

and 10 per oent. may reasonab13 be expected. The whole basis of the method 

is invalid immediately downstream of a suction slot when-e the boondary layer 

is in a transitional state. 

The teohnique used to define U. from a. given experimental measurement 

of u(y) is basically that proposed by Ross (1956). Equation (1.1) oan be 

written, 

~ + A log ~ = A log (~) + B 

or, 

Henee, 

u. = If =; -(-W:-,-A-,a-) 

The relationship of equation (1.3a) oan be expressed graphioally 

and. henae for anyone experimental reading u(y) it is possible to 

( 1.3a) 

(1.3b) 

define (uy/y), u/u. and hence u.. Having caloulated the effective value 



u.. for all the experimental points on the inner part of the mean velooi ty 

profile, it is possible to define the valu~ e£ ~ characteristio of the 

velo~i ty profile by plotting 'l\t: as a function of (y) and taking the best 

horizontal straight line through the points. Vi~ual inspection of the 

tabula ted values of U. is often sufficient and plotting was usually found 

~ . ,.1'1 "5L..~s 0.. t~",~ l)cu-tJ-~ CTt.A..f ;lf G\ c ro:ss ~ boLtM..oI-..., (JJl.I. 
to be unnecessary. '\ I 

'to U. :a 
Using the relationship 'er ::: ~ = 2 (u) , it is then possible to 

calculate the appropriate value of the skin friction coefficient (cf ). 

Equation (2.2) with (veAr) ::: O 'represents the empirioal skin friction 

relationship proposed by Ludwi~ and Tillmann (1949) for an impervious 
0.268 1\ 

surface. Hence of.R a is a parameter which should be independent of 

local boundary layer Reynolds number (Ra) and for an impervious surfaoe 

should be purely a f'unction of mean velocity profile shape factor (H). 

Fig. (1.3) compares the experimentally defined variation of 0t.RaO.26B 

i ~ 
w1 th shape faotor , with that predicted from the elIlP.rioal formula of Ludwig 

~ ~ 

and Ti1lmann and the trends which the tvro curves follow are very similar 

over a wide range of values of shape factor (H) varying' between 1.3 <H <3.0. 

There is, however, an apparent difference 

shape factor (H) which gives a mean value 

in magnitude at all values of 
c t'experimen tal 

of of approximately c f ca1culated 

0.7. Reoalcula.ting the values of momentum thicla1.ess and shape factor as two-

dimensional rather than axisymmetric parameters has ~n1y a second order 

effect on the value of this ratio and, in any case, accentuates rather than 

reduce§ the discrepan9Y between calculated and experimentally defined values ot 

skin friction coefficient. Without any direct meast~ements of the value of skin . 
~ 

friotion, it is not possible to say whether this d+screpancy arises from 



an error in the experimentally defined or the calculated value of surfaoe 

shearing force. However, the very good qualitative agreement is satisfactory 

and confirms the essential validity of the mean velocity traverses taken 

across a boundary layer which is close to separation. 

1 .4.1 • PreliminarY evaluation of boundary laYer duct 

wi thout a diffuser centreboa.y. 

The initial phase of the experimental work was undertaken wi thout a 

centre body in the diffuser and had the following objects. 

(i) To investigate the symmetry of the flo.v with various amounts of 

applied suction. 

(ii) To investigate the combined effect on a boundary layer of a 

suction slot which tends to reduce the value of the boundary 

layer shape factor and the additional pressure recovery whioh 

the boundary layer has to sustain as a result of the removal 

ot fluid from the diffuser. 

Fig. (1.4) shows the streamwise variation of static pressure down 1:;he 

diffuser, from which it is . clear that the effect of suction is to introduce CL 

constant increment in pressure recovery factor. The pressure recovery 

factor was non-dimensionalised by means of the dynamic pressure at station Y 

immediately upstream of the entry to the diffuser. The variation of static 

p~essure around the diffuser at a given streamwise station is small and not 

indicative of the degree of asymmetry subsequently found from measurements 

of the mean velocity profile. 

Figs. (1.5a) and (1.5b) indicate the degree of asymmetry far the 



cases A.= 0 and A.= 0.223 respectively. Thus it can be seen that, whereas. 

the degree of asymmetry wi thout suction is reasonable, the effects of 

suction are deleterious. It mustbe be remembered that the suction 

"coefficient A. = J.223 is quite large and probably in excess of the range 

of values which are of most interest. This value of suction coefficient 

was chosen in order to illustrate the effect of suction under the worst 

condi tions and lesser values vlill have a correspondingly reduced effect on 

the symmet.ry of the flow. A range of boundary layer parameters which have 

been derived from the velocity distFlbution of Figs . (1.5a) and (1.5b) are 

presented in tabulElr form in Table I. It can be seen that, vr.i.thout suction, 

the asymmetry becomes progressively worse as the boundary layer develops. 

The influence of suction on the symmetry of the flow was minimised by 

balancing the static pressure around the annular collector chamber behind 

the porous strip by inoividually a"djusting screw clips on the twelve rubber 

tubes Vlhich connected the annular slot to a plenum chamber. The asymmetry 

introduced by suction can therefore only be attributed to variation of the 

effective area around the annular suotion strip which was kept to a minimum 

during construction. 

This degree of asymmetry both with and without suction was the best 

that could be obtained within the time scale available and VIas only achieved 
• 

as a result of extensive modifications to the various components of the duct. 

In view of this, it folloWs that the boundary l~er development cannot 

strictly be discussed using the well known streamwise development equations 

for a.:x:i.symmetrio flow, ~s cross-flow effeots will modify the development to 

an extent which will be difficult to determine. 
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The variation of the mean velocity distribution down the diffuser 

at a fixed angular station is shown in Fig. (1.6) for A. = 0 and A. :: 0.223 

and an indication is given of the transient type of mean velocity distribution 

which occurs downstream of a suction slot. 

It is fUrther noted from Fig. (1.5) that, in the absence of suction, 

the boundary layer is close to separation at the downstream end of the 

diffuser. This was one of the features aimed at in the initial design of 

the equipment. 

1J+.2. Investigation of the effects of a suction strip on 

a turbulent boundary layer using a diffuser centrebody. 

The investigation described in the previous section indicated that, 

although the symmetry of the flow was not good, the transient effects of 

the suction strip persisted for only a Short distance downstream, if 

expressed in terms of local boundary layer thickness. As the object of 

the expe'rimental programme was to investigate both the transient effeots 

immediately downstream of the strip on the boundary layer shape factor and 

the momentum thickness, it was thought that the asymmetry, although clearly not 

desirable, might not seriously detract from the validity of the results. 

The diffuser centrebOdy was mounted as shown in Fig. (1.1) and 

the appropriate distribution of porosity was obtained by trial and error, 

using a 42 tube inclined manometer to obtain a pictorial representation 

of the distribution of static pressure down the diffuser. Using a fixed 

distribution of porosity along the centreb~ it was found to be possible 

to oompensate for the rise in the general level of the statio pressure 

downstream of the suction strip simply by adjusting the centrebody blowing 
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pressure according to the slot suction pressure. There is a local 

variation of static pressure in the immediate vicinity of the suction slot 

which is the normal sink effect and which is not associated with the removal 

of fluid from a bounded system. This local variation of static pressure 

persists even with the diffuser centreboc1y operating. 

Fig . (1.7) Sh~vs the development of the mean velocity profile at 

two stations upstream and five do,mstream of th.e suction strip for a range 

of values of the suction coefficient. It can be seen tha t the universal 

logarithmic mean velocity distribution is apparently re-established at 

Stati on T5 (2") whioh is only 1* in. downstream of the aft end of the 

suction strip. Fig . (1.8) shows the streamwise variation of various 

boundary layer parameters which are derived from t he mean velocity 

distributions of Fig. (1.7). Assuming that uni versall ty of the mean velocity 

distribution is indicative of the end of the transient phase of develo~ment, 

the variation of shape factor and momentum thickness at Station T5(2") with 

suction coefficient, F~g . (1.9))is representative of the overall effect 

of a suction strip on a boundary l~er. 

Assuming that the immediate effect of a suction strip on a boundary 

l~er can be represented by simply removing the appropriate amount of fluid 

from the inner part of the mean velocity profile, it is pos sible to calcuJa te 

the shape factor and momentum thickness immediately dovmstream of the 

strip (Le ., at Station T5a 3~"). Thus, repre senting the mean velocity 

distribution w:i. thout suction by a power law 

'! -



Cime obtains 

6 t (1 - !!)ija;y 2H. H. ;1 (H, +1), H. 
rf.-=~ u . =1- A +rr:rr 
• [ (1 - ij)ijc1y (H. -1) , -

o 

H:a .[ ~l- ij) dy 

Ri =10 
o (1- ij)dy 

"v.here, e 

! udy = '1, Ht , 61refer to ooo.d:I. tions without suction 

o A. = ell) &it , ea refer to ocndi ti ons with suction applied 

The transient effeots immediately downstream of the suotion strip will 

modify the values of momentum thiokness and shape faotor in a manner which, 

in the light of the present laok of understanding of these trf4llSient effeots, 

oan only be defined empirioally. From Fig. (1.9) it is clear that, 

whereas the shape faotor is e:pproximately constant throughout the 

transitional region, the value of momentum thiokness deoreases for ~ 

values and increases far larger values of suction coeff:l,.cient. The increase 

of momentum thiokness throughout the transitional region oan possibly be 

explained in terms of the large transient surfaoe shearing forces 

associated with the larger values of slot suotion coefficient (A.). The 

decrease in momentum thickness on an imperviGrus surface under the influence 

of a relatively high surfaoe shearing force and in a region of adverse 
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pressure gradient, is worthy of note. Wallis (1950) has noted this 

behaviour and attempted to describe it in terms of transfer of energy 

from the turbulent to mean flO\v. Clearly a more oomprehensive investigation 

is necessary before it is possible to present a coherent theory whioh 

quantitatively describes the ~erall effeot of a line sink on the momentum 

thiclmess. For the pUr',Pose of the step-by-step calculations which are 

undertaken in Section (2), an empirical factor (K) will be used to 

repreBent the effect of a line sink on the boundary l~er momentum 

thiclmess. (K) is defined by equation (1.5), 

.. (62 ) 
where e-;-

calc. 

b 

1 ~(1 - ~) .:l~~ eu u""" 

The value of (K) will be a functfon of local boundary lay-er shape 

factor (H) but as experimental information is limited to ti~e case H=1.7, 

this dependenoe must be neglected for the purpose of the oalculations of 

section (2.4.2. 2). 

The reason for the success of this simple minaed approach of 

removing the part of the boundary layer profile next to the surface, 

insofar as it appenrs to p J. ·ediot the variation of mean velocity profile 

shape faotor, may lie in the fact that for s);lall values of)~ (Equation 1.4) 

the effect of a line sink on shape factor is an ora.er greater than the 

effeoton momentum thickness. Henoe, the effeot of variation of shape 

faotor throughout the transient region will be l ess . The experimental 

investigation described is limited to the value of s~ape factor (H) = 1.7 

b 
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Further investigation covering a range of values of shape factor is 

clear ly required. 

1.5. Conclusions. 

The investigation described in this thesis, divides itself ver,y 

clearly into three parts and it is, therefore, oonvenient to summarise 

the main oonclusions after each part. 

Section (1) is a description of an experimental investigation which 

has been undertaken in order to establish the ef feot of a discrete suction 

strip on a turbulent boundary layer. It outlines the considerations 

which contributed to the design and development of an axisymmetrio boundary 

layer duct and describes some of the disadvantages of such a set-up if used 

to investigate a boundary layer near separa tion. The basic difficulty was 

simply that of preserving axisymmetrio flow conditions aEl separation was 

approached. 

The main point of interest with regard to the experimental 

measurenents was the extensive use which was made of the universal 

logarithmic mean velocity distribution as a means of estimating the surfaoe 

shearing stress. Estimates of skin friotion coefficient obtained using 

this techni que for a range of boundary layer oondi ti ons, varying from zero 

pressure gradient to almost separated f lO\"I' , were compared with those 

· estimated using the empirical formula of LUdw:l.~ and 'I'illmarm (1949). The 
l.~~I",t~ ~s G\ fu...ctl.t... of (H Jov...cl «e 

/\ ~~ ~ ·was good and one is left in some doubt as to whether it 

V\,,~ ''''' 
is the experimental value of skin- friction coefficient or the value predicted 

R/ o..eco~ +s f.N -fU. ' .J( et SCAt ~~Ctt 
by the Iudwi~g and Tillmann relationship which is is e-r.rorf " '1\lW\.~ IC. I r 

The preliminary evaluation of the boundary layer duct was undertaken 
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wi thout centrebody and was direoted primarily ,towards an investigation of 

the axial symmetry of the flow. It was found. that the transient effeots 

downstream of the narrow suction strip were of limited streamwise extent and 

henoe the si8Jli.ficanoe of the lack of axial symmetry of the flow was somewhat 

reduced. Further work was undertaken using a centrebody to counteract the 

statio pressure rise associated with the removal of fluid from a bounded 

duct, in order to investigate more precisely the effect of a suction strip 

on a turbulent bound.8ry layer. A simple analytical expr ession has been 

derived which defines the effeot of removing a given proportion of the 

bounclarY layer momentum thicknes s and shape fact or. The derivation of 

such a relationship was the prime Object of the exper imental investigation 

and has made it pos sible to prograriune a s tep-by-step calculation of the 

development of a boundary layer along a surface, with suction strips 

distributed according to a predetermined p at tern i n order to suppress a 

flow separation. 



The optimum c1istribution of suction to suppress flow separation 

Outline of previous work 

The 3econd part of this investigation co siuers the problem of the 

optimum distribution of suction necessary to suppress separation of a 

boundary Inyer in on adverse pressure £,-radient. 

The problem of increasing the mDXimwn lift coefficient of a 'fang 

has been consic1ered by several investieators (Ref. Vrilli3lJls 1960), but 

the optimisntion of the suction distribution has in eeneral only been 

approached in an ad hoc manner. Rnspet (1958) co,l sic1ered the optimum 

distribution of suction to be that .. Thich limited the vnlue of bounclnry 

Inyer momentum thiclmess. Duttan (1955), Sarnecki (1958) ond others 

have consic'ered the development of an incompressible turbulent boundary 

layer yr.i th uniformly distributed suction on a flat plate in zero pressure 

gradient. Th.i> '/fork ml.S not sufficiently general to be of direct use in 

the investie ntion to be de3cribed, although work by Sm-necld did offer 

some gui'll.LLCe concerning the i.11fluence of porous suction on the ::;lci~ -f.r-iction 

coefficient for a turbulent bounc.ary layer. 

Two basic equati(Q)ns are necessary in order to predict the development 

of D. boundary 1.'3yer in an adverse pressure gradient. These arc the Von 

Karman momentum equation which govers the variation of the boundary layer 

thicknes::; parameter, and the auxiliary equation which defines the variation 

of shape fnctor. The Von Karman momentum equ':l.tion is of the standard form 

of equation (2.1). ~ 1any attempts have bcen made to c onstruct an auxiliary 

equation all of ,vi1ich are basical ly empirical. Varioun formn of this equation 

have been presented by Von Doenhoff and 'l'etervin, Gnrner, MaskeD, Schuh ancl 

other workers (Ref. Spence 1956). 
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All these various forms .) f the auxiliary equntion have been ri erived 

for an impervious suri'nce and because of their empirical nature, they do 

not lend themselves to i'urther develIJPment in order to consider the acldi tional 

effect of suction through the surface. For the purposc of the step by step 

calculations on the impervious surface bew/een suction strips (2.1
1
.2.2.) 

the auxiliary equation presented by Spence (lSJ56) was used. Th:.. s particular 

form of the equHtion was chosen as it VI3.S derived in a physically plausible 

manner, and further because it appeared to give reasonable ar;reenent with 

experimental measurements and some of the more accepted methods of calculation. 

The decision was however somevihat arbitrary. A skin friction relationship 

based on that <lerived by Luclwieg and Tillmann (1949) "ras used as this 

represented the variation ,dth Reynolds Ntunber and shQpe factcr. 

As far as the author is aware, there are only two forms of the auxiliary 

equation which consider the influence of flow throogp. a porous surface. The 

one used in the calculations of Section (2.4.2.1) is that derived by Head (1958). 

Hore recently Pechau (1960) has used a form of the bomldary layer energy 

equation as the basis for some calculations vlhich are similar to these 

presented by the author. The equation presented by IIead~ 1958) was based 

on a simplc physical ic.ea, Was of a simple form and appears to predict the 

development of shape factor on an impervious surface at least as vlell as most 

of the alternative methods. At the time when this part of the investigatioT'. 

was ini tiated, lIe~.r': ' s equation was the only one published which could consider 

the effect of porous suction or injection. 



2. Consideratign of the problem ot: the Q'Ptimum distribution of 

suction in order to suppress a flow separation. 

2.1. Introduction. 

The use of suction as a means of suppressing a flow separation is a 

logical consequenc~ of Prandtl t s boundary layer hypothesis. It has 

. praotical applications both as a means of preventing stall of lifting 

surfaces and also in the design of efficient large angle diffusers. 

'rhere are two separate problems associated with the application of 

boundary layer control using r. suction in order to inorease the maximum 

lif't ooefficient of a wing. They are:-

(i) Tc design the optimum aerofoil section and wing planform 

from considerations of bounfulry layer oontrol. 

(ii) To determine the most efficient suction distribution 

for any given wing. 

The investigation to be outlined is largely directed towards 

consideration of (ii) but this inevitably results in certain general 

i deas as to the optimum wing configuration f'rom the pointh cl' view of 

boundffY layer control. The approaoh to problem (ii) must neoessarily be 

largely experiment8~, but any guidanoe whioh may be forthcoming from 

-theoretical considerations is valuable as a means of reducing wind-tunnel 

and flight development programmes. Much the same applies to the problem 

of designing efficient large-angle diffusers b,y remOving boundar,y layer 

fluid through the diffuser wall and thereby suppressing a flow separation. 

For the oase of a "high-lift" wing, two suction systems will be 

considered as representative of the extremes of the large number, ~f possi~le 

arrangements. The fi~st oase,·whiOh is more realistio, considers the 

airoraf t as having only one suction unit, the pressure being such that 



it maintains a reasenable margin below the lowest statio pressure 

on the wing surfaoe. For this oase, the eptimum distribution of suotion 

oan be ebtained by suitably varying the effeoti ve parosi ty ef the surfaoe 

and as there will be regiens ever which the pressure drop through the 

surfaoe is large, this app~oaoh is intrinsioally ineffioient. One obvious 

means ef impreving the effioiency is to' use a mul tt-stage suotien un1 t 

in whioh eaoh stage extracts fluid from the beundary layer at the appro

priate region ef statio pressure. With this arrangement, the pressure 

drop through the surfaoe can be reduced to' a minimum oensis.tent with 

the need to' maintain a margin in erder to' prevent outflow for "eff-design" 

oonditiens ef incidence, flap angle and air speed. The ultimate extreme 

of this appreach, al theugh olearly impraotioable · due to' the oemplexi ty of 

the associated duoting system, is to' define the local duct pressure 

aobording to' the local wing surfaoe static pressure. 'rhis system is 

oensidered as it represents an ideal in terms of efficienoy. The ocndi tion 

defining the eptimum distributien ef suotien is a.gein that ef minimum 

overall power required; but this now differs from the oundi tien ef 

minimum suction quantity. A further reasen fer oonsidering the two 

suotien systems is to' ccnfirm that the validity ef the arguments which 

oentribute to' the discussien ef the ep t i mum suctien distri butien is not 

dependent en the preoise defini tien ef the word "optimum". 

In prao·t;ioe, pressure lesses down the duct will represent a large 

proporticn ef the pumping power neoessary. These lesses can easily Dt' 

oaloulated cnoe the ducting system and f low quantities are defi ned and 
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are not oonsidered fUrther as they do not materially affeot the oonsideration 

of the optimum suotion distribution. 

Cena! tions similar to the above are applicable to the design of 

efficient "large-angle" diffusers which incorporate boundary layer control 

by suction. If the static pressure along the diffuser exceeds the externa.l 

pressure, a suction system can be devised by distributing the effective 

surface poroai ty in such a way that the minimum total quantity of fluid 

is extracted. Even after extraotion from the boundary layer this fluid 

need not necessarily be at atmospheric pressure , in which oase it can 

possi bly be utilised in the auxiliary servioes. If the pressure in the 

diffuser is less than atmospherio then a suction pump is neoessary and 

in principle, the problem becomes identical wi. th that discussed above. 

Al though in praotioe, the removal of the boundary l ayer may be 

achieved by a series of spaIl'.'Iise holes or f.llots, it represents a oonsiderable 

simplification from the analytical point of view if the problem of the 

optimum suotion distribution is treated by oonsidering the idealisation 

of suction continuously applied through a smooth porous surface. This 

idealisation eliminates the disoontinuities ass ooiated with slot suction 

and the complioated three-dimensional effects associa ted vii th the flow into 

discrete holes. 

2.2. The boundar;y la.yer momeni..-um equation and 

sldA friction relationship. 

The von Karman integral equation which represents the balance of . 

the mean flow momentum is the basis of many of the well known approximate 

methods of predicting the development of a boundary layer. For a porous 

surface, this equation oan be written thus, 



~ ~ f-.e dU) Vs ai :;J pU2 + (H+2) • \. -U di - u 

As virtually no systematio information is available !'rom which it is 

possible to deduce the dependenoe of surfaoe shearing force on suotion 

velooit.y, it is neoesSar,y to make a somewhat arbitrary extension of one 

of the empirical relationships which have been established for an 

impervious surfaoe. One such equation is as follows: 

Vs 
'to 2G(tr,H) 

c =-=----
~b. f ~ Rem 

Vs ) [- v/UJ- -0.678H G (U-,H = 1 + o:oi • 0.123.10 , m = 0.268 

The LudwJtg Tillmann (1949) skin friction relationship Eq. (2.2) was 
" 

chosen as the basic equation as it considers the dependenoe of surfaoe 

shearing force on shape faotor as well as Reynolds number. As a first 

approximation, the . dependence of G( V /U) is assumed to be linear and it 

is further assumed that a value (vslU) = 0.01 effeotively doubles the 

value of G. This r elationship is approximate, but its essential validity 

is confirmed by a limited amount of experimental measurement undertaken 

by Sarneoki (1958) on a turbulent boundary layer in zero pressure 

gradient. AlthoUgh these. admittedly rather crude assumptions with regard 

to skin friotion coefficient may be somewhat in error, it will be shown 

that such an error does not invalidate the general argument from whioh 

the op'Umum suotion distribution is derived. Such an error will, however, 

have a direct influenoe on the predioted suction quantity required and to 

a lesser degree on the manner in~hich this suotion is distributed. 
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Inhomogeneity of the suction distribution m~ also have a profound 

effeot on the effeotive value of skin friotion ooeffioient and thereby 

modify the auotion quantity neoessary to achieve a gi van lift ooeffio~ent. 

It is this aspect of the problem which can only be treated in an ad hoc 

manner and which makes the problem of the optimum suction distribution one 

which, within the forseeable future, must be largely experimental. 

2.3. Disoussion of the plj'oblem of the 

optilDWl1 suction distribution. 

It is neoessary to determine the distribution of suction which 

requires minimum suotion power in order to maintain a given lift coeffioient 

from a wing, or pressure recovery factor from a diffuser. For the region 

considered the local velocity outside the boundary layer can vary from 

p u to U (p >1) by any path in a streamwise distanoe 0 <~c< 1. It o 0 

is necessary to speoify the state of the boundlU'y layer at the beginning 

of this region. In the most general oase, the boundary layer at 

xl c = 0 may be either laminar or turbulent, but the addi tional oomplioations 

associated with quantitative prediotion of transition preclude consideration 

of the former case. This is not a -serious limitation however, since 

trensi tiol'l must be achieved as near to the beginning of the region of 

adverse pressure gradient _ as is possible in order to avoid the possibility 

of a lruninar boundary layer separation. Assuming the boundary layer to be 

turbulent at the beginning of the region (~c = O),it i s necessary to state 

the initial values of momentum thiclmess (e.) and shape factor Q:i ). A o 0 

chararaateristio Reynolds number must also be defined. · 

Ideally, the oriterion defining the optimum distribution of suotion 

might be expressed c1ireotly as a relation for suotion velocity, but it is 



diffult to oonceive how this could be generalised to the case of an 

arbi trery distribution of velocity outside the boundary layer. A simple 

and effective way of expressing this criterion is as a limit on some 

characteristic of the boundary layer. The . two parameters which it is 

normally assumed, define the state of a turbulent boundary layer are momentum 

thickness (6) and shape parameter (H). Any criterion which is to be 

generally applicable must be non-dimensional in order that it should be 

unaffected by the length scale of any specific system. Shape faotor CH) 

satisfies this oondi tion, but the momentum thickness must be non

dimensionalised by parameters desoribing the severity of the adverse 

pressure gradient and possibly the physical properties of the fluid. For 

a region of limited overall pressure reoovery, for which variatio~s in 

the streamwise extent of impervious surfaces can have a significant 

influence on the overall suction power required, it cannot be stated 

a priori that these non-dimensionalising parameters must be looal ones. 

However, if one considers the limiting case of a region over whioh 

the pressure recovery factor (p) is large, the condition of minimum overall 

auotion power required must reduce ·to a local condition on the boundary 

layer which ensures that the contribution to the total suction power from 

every point throughout the region is minimum. Hence, a s whatever 

parameters are used to non-dimensionalise local momentum thickness must 

still be applicable in the limit as the reoovery factor (p) approaohes 

infinity, it will be assumed that the same loca l parameters are appropriate 

for finite values of recovery factors. Hence a suitable non-dimensional 

form of momentum thickness will be established by consideration of the 
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asymptotic case for whioh p~oowhilst the opt~ numerioal value of 

this criterion must be established from considerations of the minimum 

total suction for any speoific distribution of velooity outside the 

boundary layer. 

One advantage of expressing the criterion as a limit on the value 

of a local boundary layer parameter is that it simplifies the problems 

associated with arbitrary initial conai tions. Thus, if the boundary 

layer is initially thin, there will be greater extent of impervious surface 

before the optimum value of the criterion is attained and a corresponding 

saving in total suction quantity required. 

One neoessary oondition for a suotion criterion is that it must 

preclude the possibility of a boundary layer separation. A criterion 

defined as a limit of the value of mean velocity profile shape faotor 

(H"<' 2.6) satisfies this oondition. Consider now, a suitable nan-

dimensional form of the -momentum thickness. A well known parameter of 

boundary layer theory is the ratio ( - ~ ~ ) which is virtually 

k 
identioal with Polhausen's parameter us:d~in laminar boundary layer 

theory (Polhaushen 1921) and also with the parameter used by lruri to 

oalculate the development of a turbulent boundary layer in a pressure 

gradient (Buri 1931). This parameter represents the ratio of overall 

pressure foroes to surfaoe shearing foroes aoting on the boundary layer and 

it suggest~s itself as a possible non-dimensional form of momentum thick-

ness. By limiting the maximum value of this ratio, the boundary layer would 

develop primarily under the influenoe of the applied suotion and the 

surfaoe shearing forces, whilst contributions from the pressure gradient 



terms in the boundary layer development equations could be restrained. 
e dU 

Whilst the value of (-.1.. fj di) is finite, the boundary layer will remain 
2 c f 

attached to the surface. 

In order to obtain the order of magnitude of the value of the 
e dU - - ~ 

parameter ( ic
f 

) necessary to maintain the boundary layer in a 

condi tion far from separation, consider the auxiliary equation proposed 

by Spence (1958) for an impervious surfaoe 

e~ = q1(H)r - 1f(H) 

where, 

m e dU e =ER ,r=---e Udx 

Spence used the skin friction relationship proposed by Young 

(1953) for an impervious flat plate in zero pressure gradient as 

defined in equation (2.2a) with G = 0.00885, m = 0.2. 

It is noted that 

edU edU 
(F ) - u di - ii dX Pressure forces 
\G -;= ~f = G = Surface shearing forces 

Spence derived hi s auxiliary equa ti on (2.3) such that t(H) 

repre sented the decrease in shape factor (H) with increasing Reynolds 

number on a flat plate in zero pressure gradient. q1 (H) represents the 
}. 

influence of the adverse pressure gradient whioh tends to inciease the value 

r4 
factor (H). As removal of fluid f'rom the boundary; '11 

-~=~ 



always tend to deorease the value of shape faotor (H), it is clear that 

a maximum numerioal value of the parameter (r/G) given by equation 

(2.5) will imply dlV'dx~O even with suotion applied and oonsequently will 

maintain a boondary layer in a state whioh is far from separation at a 

value of Shape faotor of the order (H)~ l.~ 

= o. 079 with H = 1.4 J 
G = 0.00885 

It is noted that for a turbulent boundary layer, the relationship 

of (r/G) and H as disoussed above, is roughly that of oause and effeot. 

The term (r/G) represents the contribution of the pressure gradient 

term in the equations defining the streamwise development of boundary 

layer thiokness and shape factor. Shape faotor (H) is an indioation 

of the state of the boundary layer with respeot to · separation and 

increases as a result of the boundary laser having to sustain 

unfavourable values of (r/G) for a prolonged streamwise extent. For 

a laminar boundary layer, the two expressions are even more intimately 

related in that the local value of (r/G) defines the shape of the 

veloci ty profile and hence the local value of H. 

The suitability of the oondition (r/G) = oonstant as a oriterion 

which oan be used to define the optimum suction distribution, stems 

!'rom considerations of the limiting oase for which the overall 

reoovery factor (p) is large. For this case, the total suction power 

required will be large and any possible saving derived from a llmi ted 

extent of impervious surfaoe prior to the oommencement of suotion whioh 



is associated with arbi tary initial. conditions can be neglected. From 

this point of view, it is reasonable that the condition of minimum overall 

suction power might be replaced by a local condition. It is also reasonable 

that, for this asymptotic case, the appropriate criterion is that which 

represents a constraint on the value of (riG), thereby limiting the term 

which CaUses a boundary layer to separate rather than allow:ing the 

boundary layer thickness to increase to such an extent that the pressure 

gradient terms in the auxiliary equation for shape factor (H) become 

.important, after which the thicker boundary layer demands correspondingly 

greater amounts of suction inr order to prevent separation. Consider now 

which . local candi tion might be used to replace the over all condition of 

minimum total. suction power for the asymptotic case, in which p-+oo. ' If 

the boundary layer is allow-ed to become unduly thick, the tendency 

to thicken further will be increased due to the term (H + 2) • ( - ~ :) 

in the momentum equation. If the boundary layer is too thin, the rate 

of growth due to adverse pressure gradient will be small, but the 

increased surface shearing stress associ0. ted with a thinner boundary layer 

will tend to offset arry gains which might otherwi se be obtained. As a 

compromise it is plausible to assume that the optimum suction distribution 

is the one which controls the bOtmdary layer thickness such that it 

maintains a balance between these two extremes. Using the momentum 

equation (2.1) it is possible to express this condition thus, 
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Using equation (2.2) and assuming that H = constant:QI1.4- we obtain 

~ ff!..~ · == -m ~ . (~ ) + (- ~ 2£) (H+2) = 0 
dQ \.dx) R m+1 Y U dx ,_ e 

It is noted that the value of momentum thickness (e) is not dependent 

on the local value · of suction velocity as long as the latter remains 

finite. 

Equation (2.6) can be written 

e dIJ m 

(r) -udiRe f..!...) 
~ = G ~2 

Inserting numerical values 

In = 0.268 

H = 1.4-

one obtains 

Thus, not only does this argument suggest the oondi tion (r /G) = constant 

as a possible CT'".i. terion for the optimum distribution of suction for large 

values of recovery faotor (p), but it also predicts a numerical value of 

an order which is satisfactory if boundary layer separation is to be 

avoided. (Eq.2.5). 

The above argument provides an indication that er/G) is at le ast 

a possible non-dimensional form of the local boundary layer momentum 

thickness which might be sui table as a ori t eri on for defining the 

optimum suction. distribution in a region over which the pressure 



recovery is large. Ul t1ma.tely however, the sui tabili ty of a suction 

ori terion must depend on whether it predicts the suction distribution 

which requires minimum suction power in order to maintain unseparated 

flow. As already stated for the case of a regi0l?- of very severe 

pressure reoovery for which the initial conditions have a negligible 

influence on the total suction power required; it is reasonable to 

suppose that the c ondition of minimum total suction power might be . 
L. 

replaced by a local condition. This suppos.tion was the basis for the 

proposed condition £e (axj ~ O. If' it is assumed that (r/G) is constant, 

the local suction velocity ratio can be expressed using equation (2.1) 

as 

U 
(H+2 • - lJ di + -m - !X ) ( 

e dU) G de 
Re . 

= (H+2~ 

Assuming that, as }Hco ,the candi tion of minimum overall suction 

power can be replaced by that of minimum suotion per tmit chord, one 

oan wr1 te an equation defining er/G) opt thus, 

~ = 0 
a (r/G) 

" Vs 
d(n-) dG cm 
~ + cm • di will be 

-
d dG · 

The term involving di • GC v;U ,H) = -:\Ps. • 
. d~) 

neglected as a first approximation on the basis that the derivatives 
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of 'both suotion velooi ty ratio and shape faotor with respect to strea.mvr.1se 

poai tion are small. For the case in which (r/G) is the appropriate 

cri terion, the shape factor will be constant at approximately the value 

appropriate to a flat plate (H=1.4) and it can be seen a posteriori 

ft-om calcul·ations in Section (2.4) that the suction velocity ratio 1s 

a.pproximately oonstant once auction is established. 

From Eq. (2.8) it can be seen that 

(~) opt. :: m ~U 
p;OO [11+2+ (m:l)[ I-m- UI". JJ 

The similarity bet'geen equations (2.7a) and ·( 2.8b) is noted. The two 

equations predict values of (r/G) t which are in close agreement if ope 

the chordwise velooi ty distribution ~uch tha t the numerical value of 

(~)i8 of the order of uni ty or less. The chordvliae vsriall on of 

~) c~ only be investigated for a speoific variation of streamwise 

veloci ty outside the boundary layer. The doublr infini te family of (\ 

velocity distributions of Eq. (2.9) which join- the end points U = pU , 

x/c c · 0 and U = Uo' x/o= 1 can be used to represent all approximation to 

the large variety of possible monotanic velooity distributions on the 

upper surface of a wing. Eq. (2.9) ia plotted in Fig. (2.1) :for a range 

of values of q and r and fixed value of p = 7. 



r will in. general •. be greater than unity corresponding to a maximum 

in the lOca.1 velocity distribution at x/c :;: 0, and q will DOrmal~ 

be negative. US Lng Eq. can be written 

(l) 
opt 

P-b;:) 

= _____ .... m_~------ J(2.10) 

. H+2 + tl ... m~ _ 1 .ft( 9-
q
1) 1 (;r-l) 

l+m tmm' ~ s,r • (t -i/ CLl) 

Whereas the value of (VG) opt as defined by Eq. (2.10) is dependent on the 

streamwise position. it can easily be shovm that this dep~ndenoe is 

only weak and that, far a wide range of values of q and r, the values 

of (r/G) opt predioted by, equations (2.7a) and (2.10) are similar. 

P-lbo 
For the case of r ;: 1 the dependenoe in Eq. ( 2.10) on streamwise position 

( t) vanishes. 

The preoeding analysis which is based on the alternative conditions 
dv 

£e (~ :;: 0 or dct/G) = 0, is indioative of the aooeptability of 

(r/G) :;: constant. as a criterion, at least for the case of a prolonged and 

severe pressure gradient. In order to consider the problem more rigorously 

it is necessary to derive the optimum value of (r/G) by minimising the 

overall suction power required. In order to discuss the two oases of 

minimum idealised suotion power and minimum suotion quantity wi thin the 

framework of a single anal3sis, a generalised suotion ooeffioient (C,) 
will be considered as def1md by Eq. (2.11), 

For n :;: 0, CQ refers to the suotion quantity coefficient and far n=l, to 



the suction power coefficient of the ideal system discussed in Section 

0..,. 

Consider again, the case of~manotonic and asymptotically severe and 

prolonged adverse pressure gradient. As previously stated the extent of 

impervious surface before suction begins will be small and will not 

significantly affeot the optimum value of (r /G). Thus, using Eq. (2.11) 

to define C
Q 

and neglecting the term involving dG/ax a.s before, the value 

of (r/G) t for a large pressure recovery factor (p) can be derived as in 
op 

Eq. (2 .. 11) using limi,ts of integr8.tion x/o = 0 to x/o = 1. For smaller 

38. 

values of recovery factor (p), the dependence of the limits of integration 

on the value of (r/G) must be considered 

~G a o (r/G) =0 - (-17-G-) 

Wri ting l.~ 
I 

1 

[(~ + H 

x ' -=9 o 

d 
-di 

l/m+l 

[
r/G.G J 
_~ ~(u/v)m 
Udx 



the suction power ooefficient of the ideal system discussed in Section 

(2.1). 
0.... 

Oonsider again, the case of~manotonic and asymptotioally severe and 

prolonged adverse pressure gradient. As previously st~ted the extent of 

impervious surface before suction begins will be small and will not 

signifioantly affeot the optimum value of (r /G). ~lhus, using Eq. (2.11) 

to define 0Q and neglecting the term involving dG/ax 8.S before, the value 

of (r/c) t for a large pressure reoovery factor (p) oan be derived as in op . 

Eq. (2 .. 11) using limits of integration X/O = 0 to x/c = 1. For smaJ.ler 

values of reoovery faotor (p), the dependenoe of the limits of integration 

an the value of (r/c) 

aO a 
~ = o (17G) 

must be consiaered 
t 

. l/m+l 

~(C + 11 + ~ (_1~) ~.JG.G J 
~ r 'J 0 U dx L:!,~(u/v)m . u dx . 

J/m+l 2n+l U 2 

- ~dx [r/coG J J(~ J (l-n _';) de;) = 0 :! ~(U/v)m Uoc¥ U 
U dx (2.1 2a) 

Wri ting l. ~ 
I 

1 ~+I 2n J 
J [ 1 dfl lilt fL) [1 -n~\ d ft.£..\ 

-tJ' ax(u/v) ~ \Uc \U) " \ lJ;I 



we have £'rom Eq. (2.12) 

m 
= CH+2tI ) 

In order to evaluate I and show that it is small compared to (H+2), 

it is necessary to assUlne a form for the streemwise variation of local 

velocity outside the boundary layer. Using Eq. (2.9) and Eq. (2.12b) 

it is possible to calcula.te the value of' the parameter I as a function 

of n, p, q and r. This integration is undertaken in Section (2.4) for 

n :: 0 and 1 and speoifio values of' p, q and I' and in general, it is 

found that the value of' I never greatly exceeds (Ht2) thereby confirming 

the order of (I'/G) oP~co 

The preceding a.tUl.lysis shcms that the value of' (r /G) t . predicted 
oPp-+oo 

for a region of prolonged and severe pressure recovery by minimisi ng the 

generalised suction quantity coefficient is closely related to that 

derived from the intuitive condition d/ d3 (d3/dx) r O. There are also 

strong indications that this value of (r/G) t oontrols the boundary layer 
. op . 

such that it will not separate. Consider now, the implications of 

reducing the severi ty of' the overall recovery factor (p). If the value 

of (rjG) were increased, it would result in an increase in the stI"eamW:tse 

extent of impervious surfaoe before suction begms, with a consequent 

saving in OQ. This increased value of (f/G) will result in a 

correspondingly increasecl value of suction velocity once suotion is 

established but, if this is more than offset by the saving introducod 



by prolongLng the extent of iurpervious sUrface, a nett reduction in 0Q 

will result. Thus, a reduction in the severity of the overall recovery 

t"aotor results in an increase in the optimum value of (riG). Mathematically, 

this effect is introduced as shown in Section (2.4) by oonsidering the 

lim ts of the integral eJC;Pression for C
Q 

as variables which are dependent on 

(rIG) thereby introducing an additional term into the Eq. (2.12) defining 

(riG) opt. As the value of (riG) opt increases so does the influence of 

the adverse pressure gradient relative to the sldn friotion term and with 

it the tendenoy for the shape faotor to increase, until ultimately the 

value of (rIG) opt is such that it does not preolude the possibility of 

separation. At this stage (riG) ceases to represent a suitable criterion. 

BOWldnry layer separation is possible as Boon as the tendency for the 

shape parameter (H) to increase under the influenoe of the adverse pressure 

gradient exceeds that for it to deorease due to suction. Under the 

influence of suction the boundary layer shape factor will be maintained 

at approximately the value appropriate to a flat plate as long as (rIG) 

is of the order of 0.079 or less as defined by Eq. (2.5). It is clear 

that the development of a boundary layer under the oondi tion (riG) = oonstant 

at a num)/erical value such that (~) is equal to, or just graa.:tar than 

zero, is closely related to the boundary layer development under the 

oondition Of. constant Shape faotor of about 1.4. 

Aa the severity of the adverse gradient is further reduced, the 

aPPropriate criterion defining the optimum suction distribution beoomes 

(H) = oonstant. The greater the value of Hopt at which the boundary 

layer is maintained, the greater will be the extent of impervious 



surface before suction begins, but the boundary layer thicla1.ess throughout 
• 

the region r:£ suction will be correspondingly greater. As a result of this 

inc 'eased boundary layer thic1mess the suction velocities will be proportion-

ately increased, but if the streamwise extent of suction is sufficiently 

small, it is possible that a nett saving in suction power could result. 

Thus, as the severity of the overall pressure gradient decreases so the 

optimum value of shape factor increases. Ultimate~, this value of the 

shape factor approaches that appropriate to separation, but simultaneously 

the streamwise extent of the suction decreases to zero. Hence, in the 

limiting case which corresponds to a large value of shape factor, no 

'suction is necessary as the region of impervious surface has extended to 

the downstream end of the region of adverse gradient. 

The argument so far can be summarised as follows. The cri terian 

defining the optimum distribution of suction is stated as a limit an the 

value of a local boundary layer parameter. The optimum distribution of 

suction is taken as that which requires the minimum suction power in 

order to achieve a given value of lift coefficient. It is assumed that 

there are only two independent parameters which define the state of a 

turbulent boundary layer. These are momentum thicla1.ess (6) and mean 

veloci ty profile shape factor (H). Any sui table boundary layer parameter 

must be non-dimensional in order that it should be independent of the 

linear sca;Le of the suction system and must also control the boundary 

layer such that a separation is avoided. Numerical values of shape 

factor H < 2.6 satisfy both the se conditions. Momentum thicla1.ess might 

logical~ be non-dimensionalised using suitable derivatives of the adverse 
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as defined by Eqo (2.4) suggests itself as a possible non-dimensional 

form of momentum thickness. An indication of the suitability of such a 

cri terion is obtained from consideration of the case in which the overall 

recovery factor (p) is large. In this case, the condition of minimum 

total suotion power might logical.ly be replaced by a local conal tion which 

ensures that the contribution to the total suction power from every 

streamw1se position is a minimum. Also, far such a value of recovery 

factor (~ the arbitrary initial conal tions do not significantly affect 

the suotion power required and hence do not influenoe the optimum suction 

distribution. censideraUon of which local condition might be sui table 

-
as a replacement for that of minimum total suction quantity leads one to 

Eg. (2.6) whioh states ~ (~)= o. This condition is suggested as it 

maintains a balance between the rate of growth of bolmd.ary layer thiolrness 

due to the adverse pressure gradient and that due to the surface shearing 

force. In order to confirm that the value of (riG) t predioted op 

by this means will in faot maintain unseparated flow, reference is made 

to the auxiliary Eg. (2.3) derived by Spence for an impervious surface 

from consideration of the variation of shape factor in zero pressure 

gradient and in a severe adverse pressure gradient. Considering further 

the CD.se of large overall pressure recovery factor (~ it is shown 

that the values of (~/G) opt derived from the condi ti ons Qv / a( IYG) == 0 

(Eg. 2.8a) or acq'O (FIG) = 0 (Eg. 2.12) are both closely related to that 

predicted by the intuitive condition £e (~)= O. It is then shown 



that a reduotion in the value of reoovery factor (p) results in an 

~ease in the value of er/G) opt as defined from considerations of 

minimum C
Q 

until the tendency for shape factor to increase under the 

influence of the adverse pressure gradient exceeds that for it to decrease 

due to suction. Shape factor (H) = constant at a value defined by the 

condi tion dOl dH -= 0 then becomes the appropriate criterion. As the value 

of (p) decreases so Hopt increases until the case is reached in which the 

boundary layer is about to separate at the downstream end of the region of 

pressure recovery and therefore no suction is required. This argument 

does not consider the possibility of stall due to a leading edge laminar 

separation. Under these circumstances it is simply necessary to precipitate 

transition using aQY of the accepted techniques and no extra suction is 

required. 

Consider nO\v, the case of a flapped aerofoil section. The pressure 

distribution on the upper surface of a flappe d aerofoil is compcased of 

two separate regions of adverse pressure gradient connected by a region 

of favourable gradient immediately upstream of the flap knuckl.e. In this 

case, the condition of the boundary layer. and in particular, the initial 

values of shape faotor (H) and momentum thickness (a) at the beginning 

of the second region of adverse pressure gradient is directly dependent 

en the value of the appropriate oriterion considered optimum for the first 

region of pressure recovery immediately downstream of the leading edge 

suction peak. Thus, there is an interpendence of the two regions of 

suction which, although it may not be strong, does mean that the optimum 

suction distribution for each region cannot be defined without referenoe 

e 



to the other region. The degree of interdependenoe decreases as the peak 

suotion over the flap knuckle increases due to the isolating influenoe of' 

the region of favourable pressure gradient forward of the flap knuckle. 

There is also the well known interdependenoe of tile local surfaoe pressure 

distributions in that the increased circulation associated with a flapped 

aerofoil results in an increase of induced inoidence which modifies the ;;X 

pressure distribution in the vioini ty of the leading edge suotion peak. 

This is not a boundary layer effect end is not oonsidered further. 

The proposed approach of assuming H or (r/G) t<::> be oonstant in the 

region of suction has one apparent shortooming" in that, considering any 

numerioal value of H tor" (r/G) t as determined by minimising C
Q

, it is op op . 

possible to relax the suction in the immediate vicinity of the trailing 

edge and thereby allow the value of the shape faotor to increase to that 

appropria te to separation at the trniling edge. There is no means of 

alloo.ving for this potential reduotion in suction quantity within the 

framework of the present analysis, but this moy not be important for 

two reasons:-

(i) If the suotion is designed to give a large increment of ~ in 

exoess of the normal stalled value, the proportional saving in 

suction power will be small. If, on the other hand, the suction 

distribution is designed to give a small increment of er, above 

the normal stalled value, the value of H t will not differ op 

.greatly from that appropriate to a separated boundary layer. 

e 



(11) The loss of lift ooeffioient (or diffuser pressure recavery 

factor) oaused by the additional thiokening of the boundary 

layer due to the re1axaticn of suction t awards the downstream 

end of the region of adverse gradient will tend to offset the 

saving in suction power. 

2.4. }lstai;be<l Calculat1,ona ,for a strea.mwise ya;:iatisn of 

D1oo1ty oqtaisle j:l}e boundary laYer appropriate to 

RA unflAPOed wing or simple dif1)1Ser. 

This section describes a series of calculations which illustrate the e 

more general arguments of the previous seotion. These caJ.cu1ations are 

undertaken to~ streamwise variations of velocity outside the bound~ 

layer whicm. are speoial oases of Eq. (2.9). The initial oalculations 

are direoted towards a oloser investigation of the value of (cG) opt 

for large vnlues of reoovery fa.otor (p), taking into considerati on the 

interdependenoe of the limits of the integration on the value of (;r/G). 

It is Shown that the oase r = 1 gives somewhat misleading results due 

to the initial condition dIJ/dx to at x = 0 which is physically un

realistio. For r> 1, dl1/dx = 0 at x :I 0 and this anomaly disappears 

in that (r/G) opt approaohes the value predicted by assuming fixed 

11m1 ts in the integration of suction velocity to obtain C
Q

• 

Further calou1ations are restricted to the special case r = 1 

(Eq. 2.9) which results in a considerable degree of analytical 

simplification in that the majority of the integrals can be obtained 

in closed form. The case r = 1 oan only be representative of an 

aotual velocity distribution by referring it to an origin aft of the 

peak suction and the initial values of momentum thickness and. shape 
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factor would then have to be adjusted accordingly. 0Q is oalculated as 

a fUnction of ~ for the velocity distributions corresponding to 

r = 1, and q = !1 in order to investigate the dependence of 

this relationship on the streamwise velocity distribution. 

2.4.1. Oonsideration of regions over which the pressure 

recovery factor is large and hence (I'/G) is the 

appropriate criterion. 

Using the following assumptions: 

(a) (r/G) = constant throughout a region of suction is 

the appropriate suction ori terion. 

(b) As the first stage of an iterative prooess, the terms 

derived from the variation of the coeffioient (G) of 

the skin friotion relationship with streamwise position 

oan be neglected. 

(0) The streamwise variati9n of velocity outside the boundary 

layer is defined by Eq. (2.9). Oonsideration will be 

restrioted to the values r ~ 1, q ~ 1 in that the se are 

more representative of velocity distributions whioh are 

practioally signifioant. 

Wi th these assumptions, Appendix (1) shows that the suction 

velocity ratio oan be wri tten 

_1 l/r nVm+l I I - ~q [1 -
(~) = [C -qr) (p q-l) ] (c )~+I c:~+\ 

U pR .J6. , t 
c 

(;:im)] ~ (m/m+l)(r;l) 

• (t -1) 

t}r 
[ CIft"21) + ~ + (l-J/r) ] 

'" q m+l qCm+l) C t -i/ q -1) 

he 

x 



It can be seen !'rom Eq. (2.14) that as the boundary layer develops 

(i.e., as the value of t decreases) so the term (l-~r) 
I l 
q(m+l)( t -q-l) 

decreases in magnitude and it follows that, once suction has been 

established, it is necessary for it to extend to the trailing edge 

(~c = 1, t = 1/p). Thus, the only variable limit of integration to 

be oonsidered is the upstream one oorresponding to the beginning of 

suction. This statement cannot be made generally for any 

monotonically deoreasing external velocity distribution but will be SO for the 

majority of chordwise velooity distributions found in practice. 

Eq. (2.11) is used to define the generalised suction quantity 

ooeffioient (OQ) and substituting for (v/U) !'rom Eq. (2.14), the 

equation defining the optimum value of (rIG) can be expressed as 

Eq. (,\1.5) (Appendix I). Appendix I shoVls the details of the oalculation 

!'rom which can be derived the value of (riG) opt by means of a laborious 

process of iteration. It also shows that for r> 1 and p -+ co, the j\~t 
( A·'·S- ) . 

s.eeGS term of Eq. (2~) vanishes and the optimum value of (rIG) t op 

oan be obtained by negleoting the dependenoe of the limits of integration 

on the value of (riG). It oan also be seen that the anomalous behaviour 

of the case r = 1, p-+ ~ in this respect is derived from the faot that 

dt 
for r = 1, d(i/cr-lOOat ~o = 0 as p -+ 00 and hence the contribution of 

the seoond term in Eq. (A1.5) no longer vanishes for large values of 

recovery faotor (p). 

Due to the oomplexity of the integration processes associated with 

the case of an arbitrary value of r > 1, further numerioal oalculations 

of (riG) t have been restrioted to the case r = 1. Fig, (2.2) shows op 
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the decrease in (r/G-) t with inoreas1ng values of recovery factor op 

(p), for q = ±1 and n ::: 0 and 1. For the purpcse of these calculations 

the dependence of G-(V~) on suction velocity is neglected as the first 

stage of an iterative process, The considerable difference between the 

oase n ::: 0 and n ::: 1, which correspond to a minimum suction quantity 

and minimum idealised auotion power re speoti vely, is due to the strong 

sensi ti vi ty of the latter to 8Xl3 flow removed from a region of low 

statio presstn'e (i .e., high local velooi ty outside the b.oundary layer). 

Henoe, the optimum suction distribution for minimum idealised suction 

power corresponds to a larger value of (r /G) opt whioh implies that the 

onset of suotion is delayed and oorrespondingly, less fluid is removed 

from a region of low statio pressure. 

Fig. (2.3) shows the variation of generalised suotion quantity 

ooefficient with reoovery faotor tp) for q ::: ~l, n ::: 0 and 1 obtained 

by inserting values of (r/G-) opt in the expression for C
Q

, Fig , (2.3) 

also shows the value of CQ obtained by assuming (r /G) opt = DV' (H+2) 

48. 

and it oan be seen that the error introduced by using this approximation 

is small. The insenei tivi ty of C
Q 

to the preoise value of (r/G) is 

olearly of considerable practical signifioance. 

It is noted that an approximate relationship between cQ(n ::: 0) 

and cQ(n ::: 1) oan be obtained by assuming that suction begins at 
. -(mjm+l). (q+l)/ q 

x/o :: 0 and noting from equation (2.14) that (v/U) ::: t 



J: (m) (l+S) 
1 3 q - m+l q (-) 
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p ] I 
1 1+ --

(1)1+- - (""!"')(:!::£l) ( h'2- r) - q m+l q r -
p 

The value of this ratio may be as low as 1/3 which gives an indication 

of the potential economies in suotion power that are ideally possible 

by using a multi-stage auction unit. However, as the duct presstn'e 

losses have a considerable influence on the suotion pressure required, 

this apparent econo~ cannot be realised to its full extent in practice. 

The calculation so far has been pursued on the assumption that +/02. 

skin friction coefficient is independent of auction velocity. This is 

olearly not the case and, in order to be able to correot for this, it 

is neoessary to oonsider the dependence of C
Q 

on the effective value of 
v J/m+l 

skin Mction coeffioient. From Eq. (2.14) we see that C
Q 

a (u S)/&(G) 

It WaS further assumed in Eq. (2.2b) that (G) was linearly dependent 

on auction velocity ratio. From Eq.(2.14) it can be seen that for 

r = 1, the streamwise variation of suction velocity ratio 
m (l+g~ 

Vs -iii+i q J tr at is small and, in the interests of simplicity, it was 

decided -to readjust the value of (G) on the basis of a mean suction 

ve10ci ty ratio (v jU) defined thus, 

2n+l 2n+l a 

(:}J (u J [ 1 - n (~}(;) = [;. (ft) [ 1 - n (:~ }d(~) 



Hence, 

Using Eq. (2.2b) to define the dependence of (G) on suction 

velooity ratio, one obtai~ 

t 

and hence the correoted value of 0Q oan be written 

o 
== 1 + Q/O.Ol 

[ 

2n+l+lq_ 
P . 

q(p~ ._:1) 

l,Im+l 

• 
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The effeot on the value of 0Q of incorporating the dependenoe of sld.n 

friotion ooeffioient on suction velocity ratio is seen to be quite 

signifioant (Fig. 2.3). However, the order of C
Q 

remains the same. 

As systematio experimental results defining the dependence of skin 

friction ooeffioient on suotion velocity ratio beoome available, this 

relationship oan be predioted more accurately. 

2.4.2. !tess prolonged and severe regions of pressure 

rise for vthioh shape faotor CH) = constant is 

the appropriate criterion. 

As· the severity of the overall pressure reoClVery is progressively 

reduced, it becomes profitable to increase the extent of impervious 

surfaoe prior to the beginning of suotion, at the expense of a higher 

value of suotion velooi ty for the limited extent over whioh suotion is 

applied. As is seen in the previous Seotion (2.4.1), this results 

firstly in an increase i.mJ. the optimum numerioal value of (r/G) t op 

until ultimately, the value of this parameter is so large that it does 

not safeguard the boundary layer against separation. 

At this stage, it is neoessary to replaoe this criterion by one 

which restricts the oumulative effeot of the pressure gradient term 

(r/G) on shape factor, ra.ther than its numerical value. Thus, shape 

factor (H) beoomes the appropriate ori terion and its optimum numerioal 

value inoreases as the overall reoovery faotor (p) is relaxed. This 

increase in the value of Hapt oorresponds to a protraoted extent of 

impervious surfaoe whioh more than offsets the higher suotiC41 

veleci ties which are neoessary over the limited extent of porous 

surfaoe. 

51. 
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Two alternative approaches are made to the problem of predioting 

the streamwise development of a turbulent boundary layer under the 

influence of suction distributed suoh that the value of the shape factor 

(H) remains constant. The first approach is based on a recent publication . 

by MeR . Head (1958) in which he derives an extended farml ot. the auxiliary 

equation tor shape factor which includes terms assooiated with a porous 

surfa.ce. The seoond approach is based an the effeot of a disorete suction 

strip on a boundary layer as derived experimentally in Seotion (1). In 

the limit it is assumed that, a large number of line sinks sp~ed 

olosely together approaches the oase of continuous suction. The advantage 

of this approach is that it o t'fers a means of investigating the effects of 

relatively widely spaced suction slots with oorrespondingly large inter-

mediate variations in shape factor. Practically, this is an important 

oase. 

2.4. 2.1. QtaJ.culatigp.,s of the distribution of suctign such 

ht the shro>e factor is constant usiM Hea,d' s 

methos! (12,58). 

The auxiliary equation presented by M.R. Head (1958) for the 

development of a turbulent brundary layer under the influence of 

suoti on oan be wri tten, 

(2.18a) 

where F is the entrainment/per unit area of non-turbulent fluid and is 
. { 

defined empirically as a funotion of shape factor (H). Assuming a single 

parameter family of mean velooity profiles, H' and hence (dH'/dH) 



are f'unotions 801e13 of H. Eq. (2.18a) together with the momentum equation 

(2.1) and the oondition dH/dx = 0 if (v/U) ~ 0 provide suffioient equations 

to define the distribution of suotion for an arbitrary variation of statio 

pressure along the surfaoe. Thus, substituting into Eq. (2118a) £'rom (2.1) 

one obtains, 

e ~ ~ (;.) ,[F + ~ , (H'-I) - H' (H+I) ,( - ~ f) -H' !tf'J 
Using the oondition dlVdx III 0 where v,;u ~ 0, and as dH'/dH ~ 0, the 

aux:lliary equation oan be written 

la Vs ( e dUk F - H'(-cc!pU ) + tr (H t -1) - H'(H+l) • - U 'di) 0 

Substituting Eq. (2.18b) into the momentum equation one obtains, 

~ ~ - ~ ~ , (H+2) - (~) + ~:~) 
or 

~ ::: [H' -H-2] .(_ tl 2£) + (l -id:lIT .. + ~o ) 
dx H' -1 U dx H' -1 / tU'&. 

At this stage it is necessary to make an assumption with regard to 

the value of skin friotion coefficient. As the boundary layer will 

develop under these oircumstances primarily under the influence of 

the adverse pressure gradient and the suotion velooity, it is proposed 

as a first approximation to represent the oontribution of the akin 

friotion terms by assuming it to be oonstant along the chord at a 

value appropriate to the Rey.nolds number and shape faotor consideredo 

As a first approximation, the value used is that predioted by the 
JJ.-

equation (2.2) of Ludwig and Tillman,,(1949) for an impervious ,... 

(2.1 ) 
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surface, using the appropriate values of sha;pe factor (H) and local. 

b<inlll.dary layer Reynolds number based on momentum thickness. Once the 

suction quantity required has been calculated, a second approximation 

is obtained by suitably modifying the value of the skin friotion 

coeffioient aocording to Eq. (2.17). 

Integrating Eq. (2.19) for momentum thickness one obteins 

x 

·L • 
where, 

ex 
Uclx 

Suffix (1) refers to oonditions at the beginning of suction. 

Substituting this expression for momentum thickness into Eq. (2.18b), 

one obtains an express..ton for suction velocity in terms of the distri-

bution of velooi ty outside the boundary layer and the conditions at 

the beginning of the region of suction. 
x 

(VS) (1 dIJ) ~. H+l) ~::l -:;_ • 
u u dx H -

h ex 
ex 't'2 U dx 

a (~\ +r.F-H,~~.\ ~ 
1 U) ~ H '-1 _ pu;' U ex 

-[F-H' >~oIPtf)J 
H -1 

Again considering the speoial case of the infinite family of 

streamwise velocity distributions of Eq. (2.9) " with r a 1, Eq •• (2.20a) 

(2.21a) oan be written 
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It follows from Eq. (2.11) that the generalised suction quantity 

coefficient oan be written 

or, 

2 2 
-t;n+l+J/ q[ H' (H+l). (F-'tojpU) 1 + [F-H' ~'to/eU )JO X 

(H'-l) (H'-l) , (cx+J/q) H - 1 

[[ 
l-(J./pt,) 2n+l+J./ ~J _ .2.-. [1 _ (J/pt;l2n-1+:tI] 

X 2n + 1 + J/q p2~2 2n-l+J/q 

The initial values of t1 and (6';0) for a given value of shape 
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f'actor (X) oan be derived using any of the well known methods which 

desoribe the development of' a boundary l.a3er an an impervious surfaoe, 

once the initial ocndi tions of' Ho and (8/0 ) 0 at (~o) = 0 are given. 

In order to be oonsistent, Eq. (2.l8a) is used as the auxiliary elPation 

whilst Eq. (A2.l) derived by Spenoe (1958) is used to oaloulate the 

development of the momentum thickness. 

Rather than differentiate the expression for C
Q 

in Eq. (2.22), 

56. 

whioh is difficult due to the empirioal relationships between H, H' and F 

whioh are expressed in graphical form only (Head, 1958), it was thought 

preferable to estimate valuesc.of C
Q 

far a range of values of shape 

factor (H) and overall recovery factor (p). From Fig. (2.4), it is 

possible to define the optimum numerical value of shape factor and the 

associated minimwn value of suction quantity ooef'ficient as a funotion 

of reoovery factor (p) far a series of streamwise velocity distributions 

oorresponding to values of q ::z :tl. 

From Fig. (2.4) it oan be seen that, for a given value of recovery 

factor (p). the optimum numerical value of shape faotor is dependent on the 

ohordwise distribution of velOdtty outside the boundary layer, (i.e •• the 

value of q) but the general trend of a decreasing value of Hopt with 

inoreasing recovery factor (p) is confirmed. 

2.4.2.2. Calculation of the boundary layer development with 

discrete suotio!\ strips distributed suop that the value 

of shape factor CH) varies between pr~-determined limits. 

As a result of the experimental investigation of the effect of a 



suction slot Oll! a boundary layer as described in Section ' (1), it was; 

shown that:-

(i) The effect of a line sink on the value of shape faotor (H) 
ft..a. 

can be represented by removing from t he inner part of mean 
" 

veloci ty profile, an amount oorresponding to the quantity of 

flow actually withdrawn through the surfaoe. The value of 

shape factor is oonstant through the transient region. The 

oorresponding overall ohange in momentum thickness oaloulated 

in this way must be modified by an empirical factor whioh 

represents the variation of momentum thickness in the transient 

region immediately downstream of the suotion strip. It was 

shown that; for small suction quantities, the momentum 

thickness decreased through this transient region whereas 

for larger suction quantities it appeared to increase. 

(ii) The transient effects of abnormally high valuel! of surface 

shearing force and non-universality of the inner velocity 

profile only ext~lded a short distance downstream of the 

suction strip. 

Hence, assuming the pQ'rer lay; type of mean velooity distribution, 

the effeot of remcving a gLven quantity of fluid is defined by 
, 

Eq. (1.4) ~(t .5). 

The representation of the bound~ layer mean velocity distribution 

by a power law is not sufficiently accurate to be used in the oalculation 

of the amount o~ fluid removed. This is due to the infinite value of 

veloci ty gradient at the surface whioh is predioted by such a power law. 
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A better representation of the mean velocity distr.i.puA,.on in this 

region is given by Eq. ( 2 .23) 

where, 
, 6 -0.268 -0.678H 

c f = 0.24 .R& • 10 , 

+k.cz. "" -f(.. 'i «-ch C7'.\ 

fJ1).,e suction quantity coefficient b.CQ at..,e.aeh strip can be derived from 
~4 ~ ~ 

Eq. (2.23) thus, 

The equations describing the development of the boundary layer along the 

region of impervious surface between the suc~ion strips are based on those 

presented by Spence (1958). For the streamwise velocity distribution of 

Eq.(2.9) with r = 1, these oan be written as in Eqs. (A2.3) and (A2.5) 

of the Appendix. 

Given initial values of shape factor (Ho) and momentum thickness 

(e/c)o at the station x/O:2 0, it is possible to calculate the development 

of the boundary layer on ail impervious surfaoe to a given value of shape 

factor (H) as shown in Appendix I~ and thereafter a step-by-step 

calculation can be used to determine the streamwise distribution of 

suction. Such oalculations have been programmed for a Ferranti Pegasus 

digi tal computer for q = !1 and a range of values of overall recovery 

factor (p). The re suI tant variation of suction quantity coefficient ' 

(OQ) is compared with that predicted in the previous Seotion (2.4.2.1) 

in Figs. (2.4a) and (2.4b) for values of q = +1 and - 1 respeotive~y. 



In these oases the variation in the value , of shape factor between slots 

is limited to H 1:1 0.1 whioh is approaching continuous suction as shown 

by Fig. (2.5). From Fig. (2.5) it is interesting to note the unfavourable 

effect of finite spaoing of suotion strips as oompa"ted to oontinucus 

suotion. This effect might possibly be expected on the grounds that a 

finite suction strip will extract fluid from the boundary layer whioh 

has a finite streamwise momentum which might otherwise have assisted 

the boundary layer against the adverse pressure gradient. In other 

words, slot suction is less efficient than continuous suoti<m as only 

the latter removes fluid wrdoh has been oompletely de-energised with 

respeot to motion in the streamw1se direotion. This intuitive idea 

is confirmed by Fig. (2.5). 

The major discrepancy between the two alternative approaches as 

shown in Figs. (2.40.) or (2.4b) is derived from the assumed form of 

the boundary layer development equations for the impervious surface prior 

to the beginning of suction. In order to be consistent, the development 

of the boundary layer up to the onset of suction was calculated using 

the appropriate form of the a.uxiliary equation, viz., Eq. (2.180.) 

for Seotion (2.4.2.1) or Eq. 2.3 for Section (2.4.2.2). The same 

initial.condition~ at the leading edge (~c = 0) were assumed in each case 

as derived in Appendix II. Fig. (2.6) illustrates the differences 

in the predicted variation of boundary layer shape factor on the 

impervious surface for p = 2, q = !1. Spence's (1958) form of the 

momentum Eq. (A 2.1) was used in each instance so that the 

difference oan only be associated with the assumed form of the auxiliary 



equation. The precise teohnique used for the calculation of boundary 

layer growth prior to the onset of auotion was either that recommended 

by Head (1958) for Seotion (2,,4.2.1), or alternatively, the iterative 

prooess of Appendix II Eq. (A2.7) for the step-by-step approach of 

Seotion (2.4.2.2). Whereas the resulting discrepancy introduces a 

oonsiderable difference in the amount of suction predioted for a small 

value of reoCIVery factor (p), it can be seen f'rom Figs. (2.4) end 

60. 

(2.4b) that, considering the radically different approaoh and assumptions, 

the agreement between the two methods of calculating the auotion quantity 

required is good at the larger values of reoCIVery factor (p). Furthermore, 

by initiating the step-by-step oalculation at the same str€amwise station 

as in Seotion (2.4.2.1), in order that the two cQ(p) relationships are 

made to agree at the pOint of zero suction, the agreement will olearly 

be imprOV'ed. 

2.5. Calculation of the suotion quantity ooefficient (Cc). 

required ;in order to achieve a given lift ooefficient 

LcJ on M unflapped or a flapped wi~ 

It is possible to approximate to the streamwise distribution 

of velocity outside the boundary layer by means of Eq. (2.9) by 

suitably choosine; the values of the parameters (p) and (q). For 

simplicity, it will be assumed that the velocity measured at the 

trail:1ng edge of a wing (JC/o = 1) is equal to the free stream 

veloci ty at infinity. Furthermore, for values of the overall lift 

ooefficient of the order which are of interest, the oontribution 

to wing lift derived from the pressure distribution on the under 



surface of El wing will be 6m311 ant'! hence a relatively er.uila 

appr.oximation to this velocity distribution can be used in order to 

calculate the overall lift coefficient, without introducine any serious 

ina.couraoy . The assumed distribution of velocity alone the tUlder 

sUl"'face of the wine is a linear variation £'rom zero at the fon'Vard 

stl'l.gnation point which is assumed coinciaent 'in th the leading edge 

to U=U at the trailing edge. 
CC) 

The lift coeffic~~nt associ~ted with the velocity distribution of 
\ ,;!'It.. -t-:=. \ 

Eq. (2.9), l"iG. (2.1),...i s gi.ven by Eq. (2.26) 

(1+29) 
q 

It is possible to eliminate the recovery factor (p) oetween CrJ (p, q) 

as defined by l·;q . (2.26) and C
Q 

(Pt (,V i'rolll £;q. (2. 22) or J~rl' (Al.4) 

and thereby obtoin u cJircct ro1cd,i0n:...hip ooi;y,'Con C
Q 

and lift coefficient. 

Fro~l Fib. (2.7) it can be seen ·t,bat 1~or 1areer valuc.;s of lift coefficient 

thl'J relatio.~shi.i! is tl.ot str0ng:L:l C:k"p0~1ci.ent un the tY.t>e of s1.reamwise 

veloci ty di::;tr::"bution (i.e' t the VAlul'} of (1) . El fact which is. of course, 

of c ·JU~~i(~eL·c..b1c l )l'aC ~icu1 siSCuf'icf1.11ce. IIOW'-'~l1e value of' S. 
carrenpondi~ to C

Q 
:= 0 would E'-1..lpellr to be HUt"") j otj o-~y large 

and it is pOHfdbJ.e that bet~1' overall n[7eement vi. th experiment will 

be ohto.:i .. ned. by reI'lotting Fit:: . (2.7) as 0. r0.lationship behteen C
Q 

• 

] 



and incremental lift coefficient above the normal stalleQ. value without 

suction. 

2.5.2. Flapped wing. 

It would not be normal praotice for an unf'lapped wing to provide 

large values of lift ooeffioient for two reasons. 

(i) A low value of static pressure oorresponding to large local 

stream velooi ties. in the vioini ty of the leading edge is 

inefficient in that the maximum suotion pressure must be 

defined by this and henoe the suotion power require~ will 

be correspondingly greater. 

(ii) The attitude of a fixed wing airoraft neoessary to aohieve a 

large value of lift ooefficient without the use of trailing 

edge flaps would detraot from its use as a landing aid from the 

pilot1 point of view. 

The use of a flapped vang alleviates these difficulties. 

It is necessary to make some as~umption concerning the optimum 

proportion of flap angle to wing incidence which are to be used. 

Assuming that a single-stage suction unit is employed, the condition of 

~ 
minimum suction power is effeotively the same as that of minimum suction 

quanti ty removed through the surface. The optimum ratio of flap angle 

to wing incidence for this case is clearly obtained when the two suction 

peaks are of equal magnitude as otherwise it would be the magnitude of the 

larger suction peak which would define the necessary pump pressure. 

It is proposed to simplify the treatment of the suction distri

bution over a flapped wing by utilising the relationships already 

derived for a monotonio distribution of the velooity outside the 

boundary l~er as represented by equation (2.27) 

• 



Upper surfac~. 
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The total suction quantity required and the corresponding value 

of lift coefficient achieved can be expressed in tea:'ms of the results 

derived for an unflapped wing as shown in equation (2.28) 

In equation (2.28), C
Q 

(p, q) and ~(p, q) refer to values calculated 

for a monotonio variation of velocit.y outside the boundary l~er. 
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Pl -- (P;4) , The following values are taken as typical of a flapped wing, 

+ J.L = 0.4, A = 0.35 and oalculations are undertaken for q = _1. As in general 

for a flapped wing p ~ Pl' there will be a . different optimum value of the 

appropriate suotion ori terion for the forward as oompared to the trailing 

edge region of suoticn. Indeed, it is possible that the seve!"i ty of the 

pressure reoovery faotor of the leading edge region is such that suotion 

is only required over the more severe trailing edge region aft of the flap 

lmuckle. However, due to the somewhat peculiar and discontinuous 

manner in whioh the value of H t varies with reoovery faotor (p) . op 

as shovm by Fig. (2.4), and also in order to simplify the oalculations, 

it was deoided to assume the same value of Hopt for both regions 

of pressure reoovery. Fig. (2.7) shows the resulting variation of 

CQ in terms of the lift ooefficient (~) attained for a range of 

values of shape faotor (Hopt) or (r/G) opt = CH:2) for q = :!:l. From 

Fig . (2.7), it is possible to define the variation of the optimum 

value of shape faotor with reoovery faotor (p) and henoe lift ooeffioient 

and it is seen that the type of variation is much the same as that 

derived for an unflapped wing section. The two sets of curves refer 

to estimates of suction quantity ooefficient derived using the skin 

friction relationship for an impervious surface or Alternatively 

the modified skin friotion relationship of Eqs. (2.2b) and ( 2 .17) whioh 

introduoes a dependence on suotion velocity. 

F,~., ( 2 .8) shows the minimum value of C
Q 

as a function of lift 

ooeffici ent as derived from Fig . (2.7) for anunflapped or a 

flapped seotion with a ohordwise velooity distribution oorresponding 
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to q =!l. It can be seen that the variation of C
Q 

as a function of 

lift coefficient is similar for an unf1apped and a flapped wing, but 

the numerical. value of C
Q 

for a flapped wing is considerably less. In 

order to deduce the relationship for an arbitrary chordwise distribution of 

veloci ty is is only necessary to express this in terms of an equivalent 

value of the faotor (q). It is also noted from Fig. (2.8) that there is 

a considerable advantage to be gained by using a flapped section as 

compared to an unflapped one. The superiority of the flapped section 

can be accounted for as folloVls:-

(i) The region of favourable pressure gradient immediately 

forward of the flap lmuckle contributes to the lift vd thout 

requiring ~ suction to combat the possibility of separation. 

(11) As the value of Pl >1, there is a resultant reduction in 

the effective recovery factor (P/Pl) downstream of the 

leading edge suction peak and a corresponding reduotion in 

the amount of' suction required over this region. 

(iii) As Pl> 1, the general l evel of the statio pressure over the 

forward part of the upper surface of the wing is correspondingly 

reduced, thereby providing an increase in the lif't 

coefficient of "the wing. 

The optimum streamwise pressure distribution, defined in terms 

of the maximum lift for a given suction quanti ty, is given by a wing whioh 

is cambered in such a way that the stutio pressure over the upper surface 

1s constant for the greater part of the chord and only increases to a 

value of the order of the free stream static pressure in the immediate 

vicini ty of the trailing edge. The flapped wing section 1 s a 



better approach to this ideal than is an unflapped one. 

2.6. bhe experimental approacb to the determination of the 

gptimum suotign distribution an a given wing. 
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The approaoh to the problem of the optimum suction distribution 

which has been presenoted is an idealised one. It is formulated using 

a tentative skin f'riction relationship Eq. (2.2), whioh is based on the 

one derived empirioally for an impervious surfaoe. Furthermore the 

boundary layer development equations will almost certainly require modification 

in the light of further experienoe. However, it is believed that the 

analysis is essentially sound in principle and will be useful as a 

starting point for an experimental investigation. 

Any experimental investigation must approach the optimum suction 

distribution from the "over-sucked" condition in or-der that now 

separation is avoided and as a result the chardwise pressure distribution i:8 

independent of the distribution of suotion to the first order. Under 

these oircumstances the boundary laYer will be thin and this pressure 

distribution will? except in the immediate vicinity of the trailing edge, 

be closely represented by that derived using the assumptions of potential 

flow. Hence,- the first stage of an investiga.tion is to oompare the 

potential fl~ velooity distribution with that of Eq.(2.9) or Fig. (2.1) 

and to define an equivalent value of the recovery faotor (p) and the 

faotor (q), for any monotonio region of adverse gradient. Hence, for 

given boundary laYer oonditions at the begi~ of eaoh region of 

adverse t7'adient, it is possible to define the optimum numerioal value 

of the appropriate suction ori terion (H) or (r/G). The appropriate 



suction distribution oan then be used as a first approximation, and 

following this with boundary layer measurements at a series of chordwise 

stations, it is possible to readjust the suctiondistribution in order 

to maintain the suction ori terionat its appropriate value. EUrther 

controlled variations of the numerical value of this criterion will 

enable its optimum value to be defined experimentally, thereby compensating 

for the somewhat tentative assumptions of the theoretical approach. 

It is only possible to define a distribution of suction for a given 

wing which is correct for a given free stream velocity, incidenoe and 

flap angle. However, by suitably arranging the distribution of porosity 

over a flap such that, as the flap is deflected, it tmcovers further 

porous surface, it is clearly possible to approrimate to the optimum 

suction distribution for a range of values of flap angle. The 

problem of catering for "off design" conditions of wing incidenoe and 

airspeed is more diffioul t and needs further oonsideration as these 

quanti ties are closely related for a given aircraft weight and flap 

oon,figura ti on. 

2.7. 92nolusions. 

Consideration of the problem of the optimum suction distribution 

over a wing in order to attain a given value of lift ooefficient has 

led to the formulation of a theoretical approach in terms of a limit on 

the value of a local boundary layer parameter. The optimum suotion 

distribution is defined as that which requires minimum suotion power 

to maintain tmseparated f'low. The main oonclusions of this approach 



oan be summari sed as follows 1 
(- §~) 

(1) The parameter (r/G) 11: ,U dx is the appropriate non-
2 Or 

. dimensional form of looal boundary layer momentum thickness 
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which must be restrained below a given numer~cal value for the 

oase in whioh the reoovery faotor (p) is oonsiderably in 

exoess of that neoessary to cause floW separation in the absence 

of suotion. For the asymptotio case p -lOO the optimum numericaJ. 

value can be written (r/G)opt :x:oI (H:2). Maintaining this 
p-lCO 

value of er/G) restricts the gr-owth of the boundary layer so 

that it develops primarily under the influence of the suction 

and the surfaoe shearing forces; consequently there is 

li ttle tendency for the value of the shape factor to increase 

signifioantly above that appropriate to a boundar;; layer in 

zero pressure gram ent. 

(ii) Progressive reductions in the value of recovery factor (p) 

result in inoreased values of t /G)opt?until ultimately 

the boundary layer is sufficiently influenced by the pressure 

gradient for the value of shape faotor to increase towards 

that appropriate to separation. At this stage (r/G) oeases 

to be a satisfactory oriterion. 

(iii) For further reductions in the value of the reoovery faotor (p), 

the optimum value of shape faotor (H) t increases and ultimately op 

approaohes that appropriate to separation. Thus~ in the 

limiting case for whioh the pressure recovery is just insufficient 

to oause separation, the optimum value of shape faotor is large 

and the streamwise extent of suction approaches zero. 



These general principles are demonstrated by reference to an 

inf'ini te family of streamwise velocity distributions. The skin friction 

re1a.tionship which is tentatively assumed for these caloula.tions has a 

dependenoe ori Reynolds number (Re) Eind shape factor (H) whioh has been 

defined for an impervious surfaoe by L~g and Tillman (1949). The 

coefficient of this relationship is assumed to be dependent on the local 

suction velocity according to Eq. (2.2b). From these calculatiollfj it is 

noted that, 

) 

(a) Over the range of values of recovery factor (p) for which (r/G) 

is the appropriate ori terion, the dependence of overall suction 

quantity coef'f'ioient on the value of (r/G) is weak.; and it is 

possible to assume (r /G) A-t er/G) t::£:: (~) vd thout introducing 
op OPp-. 

any sigrJ.ficant error. 

(b) The calculations of the development of a turbulent bmmClary 

layer with shape faotor (H) constant using the method of 

M.R. Head (1958) are oonfirmed using the step-by-step approach 

based on the author's experimental investigation a.s described ' ,'t

in Section (1),. 

(0) Relationships defining C
Q 

as a function of ~ have been caloulated 

and these are not strongly dependent on the path taken by the 

veloci ty between its maximum and minimum values. Hence, these CiCL 

relationships should be a useful standard for oomparison with 

experimental results. 

Thus, it oan be seen that consideration of the problem of the 

optiImllJl distribution of suction for "high lift" has led to the 



) 

derivation of a er/cL relationship vThich can be used in initial 

feasibili ty studies and also as a starting point for an experimental 

investigation which would lead to a refinement of some of the more 

tentative assumptions of the theoretical approacl~. 

The arguments with regard to the optimum suction distribution 
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are equallY applicable to the design of a large angle dif'fuser which 

utilises this method of boundary layer control in order to suppress flow 

separation and thereby increase the pressure recovery factor. 

2.8. Suggestions for furthsr work. 

The following is a sununary of the various aspects of the present 

investigation which would benefit from further consideration. 

1. A more' extensive investigation of the effect of a suction strip 

on a boundary layer is required. A range of values of shape 

factor should be considered. '£he transitional behaviour down

stream of a suotion strip demands closer examination with 

particular reference to the variation of momentum thiclmess 

throughout the transitional region. 

2. Further yvork is necessary in order to refine the boundary layer 

auxiliary equation proposed by M.R. Head (1958), as this is the 

basis of a large part of the calculations. Particular attention 

should be paid to the predictions of the variation of shape 

factor on an impervious surface which would appear to be 

some\vhat in error. Consideration might be given to an 

alternative approach 'using the energy integral equation suitably 

extended to COver the influence of suction through the surfaoe. 
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3. Measurements of the development of a boundary layer in a severe 

adverse pressure gradient and under the influence of suction 

distributed as predicted would be useful as oonfirmation of the 

basio assumptions of the calculations. This would also provide 

an indication of the effect of the various ways of approaching 

an idealised porous surface. 

4. It would be instruotive to undertake a design study of the com

patibility of the suction distributions an the upper surfaoe of a 

wing for low drag in the oruise configuration and "high lift" in 

the low speed condi tion. 'fhe implioations of a compromise 

suction distribution might then be investigated. It is suggested 

that by carrying a small amount of aileron droop in the cruise 

condition, it might be possible to obtain a chordwise pressure 

distribution which is similar to that in the low speed condition. 

This might alleviate the problems of a compromise suction 

distribution in that it would at least maintain a favourable 

pressure gradient immediately fonmrd or the flap knuckle in 

the crui se condition and therefore reduce the tendency for 

transition over this impervious region. 

5. Consida-ation must be made of the effeot of "off design" condi

tions in order to define a sui table speed margin above the 

stall at which it would be safe to fly an aircraft '\vhich 

utilises this means of boundary layer control. 

Calculation of the value of shape f actor at the downstream end 

of the region of pressure reoovery for a range of values of air

speed and incidence would present a f'lrst stage in this 

investigationc. 
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6. Consideration has so far been restricted to the application of 

suction over the upper surface of a wing. However, a small 

amount of suction suitably distributed an the underside of a 

flapped wing in the vicinity of the wing/flap jw1otion might 

introduce a very accepta.ble increase in lift coefficient. 

This requires further consideration. 
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3. Boundary Layer Control by Tangential Blowing. 

3.1. Previous work and outline of present approa;oh. 

A considerable amount of work, largely of an ad hoc nature, has been 

undertaken ref. Williams (1960), the main object of which has been to 

determine the influence of boundnry layer control by tangential blowing 

on the performance and control characteristics of an aircraft. Measure-

ments of the effect of tangential bl~v.ing on lift ana. drag have been 

invaluable as a means of indicating the improvements in performance 

offered by this means of boundary layer control. However, little f'una.a-

mental work has been published Yvhich might act as a basis for theoretical 

predictions of the effec ts of blovling . This is largels" explained by the 

difficult nature of the problem normally involving considerati ons of the 

development of a wall jet/turbulent boundnry layer c ombination in en 

. A· ""I ~.l.~€ ,I b'.\. ~ 1 .. 1",,-,-. H I ~ tc ... J ~f1.f.....t...t 
adv:~rse pr~ssure gradit:nt. ~\..41. ,}.(!. ( . ( ' ,~ .. Lk.~~« 1'4... ~ A.. Lnlt·~~ t'lf tt-a."",...JLQ...\ t \ ~we..... l-. ~dI'llJ\;' .s'l..J.'l. •• ~ l io..l~ ~~. I" r 
, ,,,~s "'t'\""~ ef ~ \Jf> '~..w J <.t.... 

The aim of the present approach is to analyse the problem in the 

light of current boundary layer theory and to obtain sn appreciation of 

the factors governing the development of a wall jet/boundary layer 

combination in an adverse pressure gradient. 'rhe breakclown of the problem 

is represented diagrammatically in Fig. (3.1). 

3.1. Development of a Wall Jet p.long a plane surface. 

The object of the present wall jet investigation is threefold. 

(i) To determine experimentally the nature of the flow in the 

immediate vicinity of the surface. Of particular intere.Jt is 

the existence of some de gree of universality of the mean 

veloci ty distribution which is typical of a turbulent boundary 

layer. 



(ii) To evaluate Glaue~s (1956) theory of the wall jet. 

(iii) To establish a means of estimating the streamwise variation 

of the maximum jet velocity with distance f'rom the slot, taking 

into consideration the momentum losses associated with the 

surface shearing force. 

3.2.1 • Equipment and_ experimental details. 

Fig. (3 .2) shows the equipment used and indicates the salient 

dimensions. Static and pitot pressure traverses were undertaken at six 

streamwise stations. The pi tot tube was manufactured from hypodennic 

steel tubing the end of vmich had been annealed, the wall thickness was 

reduced to 0.005" and the tubing hammered out on a piece of shim steel 

0 . 004" thick to give an overall thickness 0.013". No corrections to the 

results were made for displacement of the centre of pressure or Reynolds 

Number effects. The pitot tube was positioned relative to the surface by 

electrical contact and traversed with a micrometer screw. The 

pressures were measured relative to atmospheric pressure using a micro-

manometer with a range of 14. cms alcohol. An indication of the stagnation 

pressure in the plenum chnmbe~ was used in order to control the jet 

momentum and frequent checks were made.to ensure that the velocity 

distribution at the datum station (x = 3") and in particular the maximum 

velocity at this station)remained constant. The twO( dimenSionality of 
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the flow was confirmed by measuring velocity profiles at stations 4." either 

side of the centre line and within the limits of experimental error, these 

profiles were identical \dth those measured on the centreline. End plates 

were considered as a means of preventing three dimensional .. end" effects 

but the vortex structure associated with the induced velocities was 



considered to be more detrimental to the two-dimensionality of the flow 

than the lateral spread of the j e t which would ensue in their absence. 

The l'ItlXimutll lJossible lwit;ht of the end platas was limited · to approximately 

6 inches by the traversing eear mounting system and it was therefore 

decided to undertake the measurements without end plates. Due to the 

l arge aspect ratio it is \mlikcly that the shape of the velocity profile 

measured on the centre line \vill be significantly affected but the absence 

of end plates m~ significantly modi~J the streamwise variation of peak 

jet velocity and jet thickness. 

3.2.2. Results of the experimental investigation of a plane wall jet. 

3.2.2.1. Universal distribution of mean velocity in the vic i nity of the 

stll--i'ace. Evaluation of the skin friction coefficient. 

For a streamwise station less than 12" from the ~lot, the extent 

of the velocity profile between the surface and the velocity maximum 

is considereO_ insufficient for it to be possible to obtain accurate 

measurements of the velocity distribution with available pr0bes and 

traversing gear. For stations :x: = 12", 18", 24" and 30" the points on 

the measured v e locity distribution at a distance of an order ~ (where 

01 is measured f'rom the surface to the point of' maximum velocity) were 

assumed to lie on the curve . 

u}J.* · = A lOt(U *v 'I ~+ B 

Assuming the values A = B = 5.6 as in section (1.3) it is possible to 

. determine u~· and by replotting the profile as ti", against log u* 'i and 
--" 

from Fig. (3.3) it can be seen that up to a distance of the order of 01/5 

the curves are universal. The precise technique for deducing ut.< is 

described in section (1 .3). It can be shown (Schlichting 1955) that 
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for a flat plate or pipe, a 1/7th power law type of mean velocity 

distribution can be deduced from the Blasius skin friction law for 

pipe flow by replacing (U) and. (r) by (u) and (y) respectively. 

Thus . 

)
- 'Ill-\.j = t"o :::; o· 04 5"" (01-

f1.f iJ- \~ 
where r = pipe radius or boundary layer thiclmess 

U = velocity at centreline or in freestream 

This can be justified on the grounds that the surface shearing force 

is defined by flow conditions near to the surface. Writing r ~ Alttf-

and rearranging Eq. (3.2) it becomes 
f 

(3.3 ) 
-f--.'-(' 

From Fig. (3.3) it can be seen that Eq. (3.3) is a,.goocr approximation 

to the universal logarithmic mean veloci~ profile near the surface. 

For the outer part of the mean velocity profile of Fig. (3.3) there 

is a discrepancy between a boundary l~er type of velocity profile, 

as exemplified by Eq. (3.3), and the experimental results for a wall 

jet. For a boundary layer the outer part of the velocity profile is 

associated with a universal veloci~ defect law. 

It ia an accepted concept of botmdary layer theory that the eddies 

defining the turbulent shearing stresses and hence the mean velocity 

profile in the outer region of a boundary layer have a characteristic 

dimension of the order of the boundary layer thiclmess. In the case of 

a wall jet however, the boundary condi tion at the velocity maximum d i ffers 

from that for a turbulent boundary layer and. the factors governing the 

velocity distribution in the outer part are associated wi th the eddy 
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structure of the flow region outside the position of mnximum velocity. 

Thus the outer "boundary layer" region of a. wall jet is a blending region 

between the flow near the surface which can be defined in terms of a 

universal mean velocity distribution and the jet-like flow in the 

outer part. It is not surprising therefore that there is a considerable 

difference between the velocity distributions for a boundary layer and 

a wall jet in this region. One important c onsequence of this 

<1ii'ference between a wall jet and a boundary layer is tha.t, although 

Eq. (3.3) is valid for the inner part of a wall jet or boundary layer, 

Eq. (.3.2) is no longer an acceptable skin friction relationshipo 

Fig. (3.4) shows Z (~t. (U",b')"'+ as a function ot: distance from the 

s l ot and indicates that the coefficient C = 0.045 in Eq. (302) must be 

replaced by C = 0.058 which represents a considerable increase in the 

effective value of skin friction coefficient. Thus for ~ \~11 jet the 

skin- friction relationship can be written 

C = 't'o ::: 0 .058 (U~)- ~ 
f YztU-'" " ~ (3.4) 

Measurements by Sigalla (1958) at a slightly different vct.lue of 

Reynolds number using Preston tuoes indicated a value of C = 0.0565 

which is identical t o within the limits of experimental error with the 

coefficient of Eq. (3.4). In the absence of detailed measurements of 

the velocity profile Sigalla was a:pparently unable to explain the 

difference be'l;ween this value and. that proposed by Blasius for a flat 

plate boundary layer. 
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3.2.2. 2 . Comparison of experimental results with Glauert' s 

theory of the wall jet. 

3.2.2.2.1. Outline of Glauert's theory. 

The basic assumption of Glauert's (1956) theory is that the wall 

jet resembles a turbulent boundary layer in the immediate vicinity of 

the surface and a free jet in its outer region. The seventh power law 

velocity profile derived from the Blasius skin friction equation 
3/4 

corresponds to a variation of eddy viscosity f , -:Y R (Eqs . 6.1 G, 

• 6.2 G, 6.3 G and 6.5 G). On the other hand, using Prandtl's 

assumption for a free jet )the eddy viscosit,y varies linearly ,vith 

Reynolds number. In order to derive a solution in similarity variables 

it is necessary to assume the same Reynolds number dependency for each 

region and by relaxing either one of these conditions Glauert arrives 

at two alternative sets of exponents Which describe the streamwise 

variation of maximum velocit,y and jet width. (Eqs. 6.11 G or 9.1 G 

for the radial case and Eqs. 9.7 G and 9.8 G for the plane wall jet). 

Having assumed the same Reynolds number dependence for the two regions, 

the eddy viscosity is assumed to be constant across the outer region 

and for the inner region it is assumed to vary with distance from the 

surface according to Eqs. 6.3 G or 6.4 G. The two boundary ayer type 

equations, one for each region, expressed in terms of similarity 

variables(Eqs. 7.2 G and 7.3 G) are solved independently and it is shown 

that the solutions over the appropriate regions are independent of 

Reynolds number except for scaling factors. By considering the boundar.y 

condi tions at the junction of the two regions (stream func t ion 1jJ and 

streamwise velocit,y (u) are continuous, at the point Where u = U) 

• Footnote: In the text that follows an equation marked "G" refers to 

Glauert's (1956) original paper . 
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Glauerl derives a relatioIlBhip between Reynolds number, the Prandtl 

eddy viscosi ty constant (It) and a parwncter oC • <X defines both the 

shape of' the velocity profile and also the stream\nse development of 

the jet (Eq. 8.8 G). 

3.2.2.2.2. Estimate of the value of ()(. from experimental data. 

The mean velocity profiles at ~le various traversing statioIlB 

are non-dimensionnlised vdth l~Spect to maximum velocity and El. 

characteristic lateral dimension. Fig. (3.5) canpares the experi-

mental results with v e l ocity distributions predicted. by Glauerl for 

d;. = 1 .1 and dC.. = 1.2. The discrepancy at the outer edge of the wall 

j et i s to be expect ed as the assumption of constant e~ viscosity 

is inv-alid. in this region due to intenai ttency and tUso the 

accuracy of' measurement in this :re!,tion will be limi tea. by relaCi vely 

large cross flow velocities. It can also be seen that there is 

discrepancy between theory and experiment in the vicinity of the 

voloci ty maxilllum. This diSC1.'C,tl:ll lCY ,JaB no'ced '.:Jy Si~a1ln. (19513) and 

would appear to ... cprcse:..d; a wew:.nens in Glauert' 3 ·t.heory. 

3.2,2.2.3. Entifllatt;; of t.J1C Taluc 01' P.canrltl's eO··1stru'tt of c J.c"lY. 

viscosity (:., . ) from the eJ9.)~rifllental re:1ults. 

fTandtl Ci 942) f i. s t introduced th<.! oonoo1-'·(; of eddy v,1..3'~o3i ty 

which he assumed constant aoross a free jet and from dimenlJiunal 

conside:co.tiollS to be proportionnl to t he la".;eral jet dimension and 

characteristic velocitJ. 

E. :. ~ Vft 
where U is the peak jet velocity 

&'"t is a characteristic lateral dimensi on of the outer part 
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of the jet defined as the distance from the peak velocity to 

half this veloci ty • 

re is the coefficient of eddy viscosity which is analogous to 

kinematic viscosity in laminar flow. 

The basis for the assumption of constant eddy viscosity is 

derived from the hypothesis that for a free jet or wake the eddies 

which govern the transport of momentum and thereby define the 

turbulent shearing stress, have a characteristic dimension of the 

same order as the jet width. 

As in the case of a free laminar jet, for which the kinematic 

viscosity defines the rate of ::pread and, through the conditions of 

similari ty and constant momentum, the rate of streamwise variation 

of jet velocity, so for a turbulent jet the value of (~) defines 

the lateral rate of spread. This is well recognised in the case of 

a free j et and the value of (h:;') is defined experimentally in tenns 

of the spread rate. In the investigations of Bakke (1957) and 

Sigalla(1958) this appears to have been overlooked and the value of 

(h() has been estimated from Eq. (8.8 G) of Glauert's (1956) paper 

using values of oC.. obtained from mean velocity profiles. As will be 

shown, this practice has introduced considerable errors into the 

estimated value of (Y'(),partly because Eq. (8.8 G) appears to be 

somewhat inaccurate and also because of the great sensi tivi ty of (k:) 

to the value of ~ chosen as the best match with experimental data. 

An experimental investigation into the validity of Eq. (S.8 G) is 

given in section 3.2.2.2.5. 
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The relationship bet'w'een (~) and the lateral spread rate is 

deduced in appendix m for both a plDne and a radial wall jet from 

Glauert's theo;r1J. Thus, for a plane wall jet Glauert' s theory 

predicts tvw alternative relationships depending on whether the 

Reynoldn nlli~ber dependence of the eddy viscosity is defined by the 

inner bO'lmdary layer type flow or the outer jet type :flow. These 

relationships can be ,vritten 

or 

4 (f1) 
(5"+4~) J(. 

k= l ' 7-
OMCl)<.7t 

~ =- (/~).(~) - . 

(3.6 a) 

£ ' ~"L 
fomax and "\t a re f'unction'b~ ~ definec1. in Glauert's (1956) paper. 

The corresponding relationships for a radia l wall j et can b e Vlri tten 

(3.7 a) 
.c' 'Z.. 
Jo",\!~X 1t 

Y\ ~(J.n)\~ 
~, '1-

or 

J0Mx1t' 
It is noted that as ( ) approaches unity (i.e. Reynolds number 

approaches infinity) so Eq. (3.6 b) E!'proaches the well mown 

relationship for a free jet (SchliC. hting 1956) as in this case 

~ -=p. I ') f~M~)(--'> ~? lt ~ Z ~h (#i) 
and hence 

Eq. (3.6 a) as cl:. -?>1 to within a 

good degree of approximation. The same comments apply equally in the 

case of a radial wall jet. The equation defining (~) is still 
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dependent on eX:, as is Eq. (B. 8 G) from \..m.ch Cf.~) has been estimated 

by Bakke (1957) and. Sigalla. (1958), but this dependence is now weak 

and an approximate value of oC. is sufficient to obtain a precise value 

of (re). 

l!'ig. (). 6) shov;s jet width ([t) as a fU .. TlC-l;;i on of distance from 

the slot. The lack of linearity ic probubly due to lateral spread 

effects in the absence of end plates and the ini-tial slope is taken 

as a basis for calculation of (k::"). The effective origin of (x...) is 

1.2" behind the jet exit and the value of (~) '7 0.068. From the mean 

velocity distribution. 0( = 1.1, and hence ( 1- ) can be estimated using 

the vulues of to'Mlfnd 1t as functi. ons ofot.: from Glauert I s (1956) puper. 

The estimated value for a plane wall jet is K ::: 0.0212. If the 

relationship derived for a £'rec jet had been used, the predicted value 

would be le = 0.0218. These two values are identical to within the 

limits of accuracy of the measurement~ 

This experimental value of (~) for a plane wall jet is interesting 

when compared to the corresponding figure for a plane free jet for 

which re = 0.037 according to Schlit hting (1955). The ratio of the two 

figures clearly reflects the ratio of the characteristic dimensi. ons of 

the eddies which are responsible for momentum transfer and thereby 

[!pvern the level of the turbulent shearing stress. It v,'Ould be 
• 

interesting to compare the value of (\t) for a.' radial free jet with 

that for a radial wall jet but no results for the i'ormer c~se apJ.')C8.r 

to be available. 

Values of (K.) determined by the author in terms of the lateral 
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rate of spread from published information by Bakke (1957) for a radial 

wall jet (~= 1.3, R = 3.5 x 103) and Sigalla (1958) for a plane wall 

jet (oC = 1.1, R = 5 x 104 ) indicate values of (~) = 0 . 0565, 

(~) = 0.040 and (~) = 0.0514, ~ = 0.0156 respectively. The 

discrepancy between the results of Sigalla and the author in the 

experimental determination of lateral spread rate can probably be 

accounted for by the small aspect ratio of the boundary layer channel 

used by the former. The width of the plate used by the author was 30" 

which compares with a 'width of 6" used by Sigalla. Hence, although 

Sigalla used "end plates" to limit lateral flow effects, the results 

of the author must be accepted as a better approach to two dimensional 

flow conditions. It is noted that these values of (~) when compared 

with those obtained from the same data using Eq. (8 . 8 G) and quoted by 

the authors (Bakke radial wall jet le= 0.012 &nd Sigalla plane wall jet 

1( = 0.035), indicated a considerable discrepancy. Thi s can be accounted 

for by the inaccuracy of Eq. (8.8 G) and its condi ti. oning with respect 

to ~ ,which results in excessive sensi ti vi ty of (~) to the value of d.-

chosen as the best match between theoretical and experimental velocity 

profiles. 

3.2.2.2.4. Experimental investigation of Glauerts Eq. (8.8 G). 

(8.8 G) 

In the previous two subsections the parameters I'(' and ~ were 

determined from experimental data, the former in terms of lateral 

spread rate and the latter by matching the experimental mean velocity 

profiles to predicted profiles. ~ is effectively the shape parameter 

of the velocity profile. Using the experimental values of (1\) and 

I 



r::t:... as :£'unctions ot: Reynolds number it is possible to und.ertake a 

direct experimental verification ot: equation (8 ,8 G) . 

Eq. (8.8 G) is an expression ot: the relationship between the 

ed4y viscosities ot: the inner and outer regions and is derived from 

an assumed variation ot: eddy viscosity for these two regions together 

wi th assumed b01.n1dary conditions at their junction. The parameter (K ) 

det:ines the magnitude ot: the turbulent stresses in the outer region 

whilst the behaviour in the immediate vicinity ot: the surface is 

det:ined by Eq. (7.8 G). 

! ::;. £, dLl -= 
P dj 

(7.8 G) 

Although the ef'f'ective skin t:riction relationship expressed in 

terms of' the ma.ximum velocity (U) and the distance from the sur.f ace to 

the point ot: maximum velocity ( [\ ) has a coet:t:icient C = 0 .058 as 

shown in section 3.2.2.1, the Blasius coefficient C = 0.045 correctly 

determines the velocity distribution in the immediate vicinity ot: the 

surface and it is this value which must be used in the derivation of' 

Eq • . (8.8 G). This is contrary to a statement by Si galla (1958) in 

which the coet:ficient ot: Eq. (8.8 G) is erroneously modified to 

correspond to C = 0.0565. 

Fig. (3 . 7) shows ( /K::R" ~ ) us a f\mction or 0{ accordi ng to 

Eq. (8.8 G) and comparison with experimental results indicates 

considerable scatter. Further experimental information, particularly 

at a reduced value ot: Reynolds number, is required in order to complete 

this investigation. 
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3.2.2.2.5. Comparison of Ql~:tl.s..~E!:edictioll3 of ~~~~~ 

development v1.th ex,perimen:,'t!. 

Glauert • s theory of the wall jet seeks a restricted type of 

simiIari ty solution with the streamwise velocity and jet thickness 

depending on the streamwise position according to Eq. (3.8) 
/\/ 0.... 

.-I,..L -- )C er 
~ ~ x (3.8) 

a end 1:> are relB.ted to the wall jet mean ve loci ty profile she.pe 

fn..ctor (eI:-) which is a function of Reynolds number (R) and the eddy 

viscozitycoefficient (K..). Two alternativerelation"3 between Ita" and 

"b" can be derived, depending on whether the eddy visco3i ty is linked 

to the inner or the outer :region of the flow. For il radial wall jet 

these al·te:rn.EI.tive relationships d..ifrer ver"J litt1.e ror a.ny practical 

value of 0( , ann ror the limit oC -=r 1 the two sets of valuen of "a" 

and "h" conver/3:e numerically and agree wi th the vaJ.. ues for a radial 

f'ree jet ( a = -1, b = 1). This behaviour can be accounted for by the 

slow variation of Reynolds number with streamwise position as shown 

in Eqs. (3.9 a) and (3 . 9 b) f,- /I.:;Sf\ 
0.+ \. \~) 

'R -= lJSt~ X ~ ')C (3.9 a) 

or 
(3.9 b) 

Eq. (3.9 a) is deduced on the assumption that the variation of CC) 

is 'linked to the outer region and equation (3.9 b) i :C linked to the 

inner region. The value of ot:: will, for practioal values of Heynolds 

number, normally be just greater than unity. It is a basic assumption 

of Glauert's theory that the eddy viscosity must have the same 

dependence on Reynolds number for inner and outer regions and, as the 



Reynolds number is a very weak function of (x), this approy~mation is 

acceptable. 

For a plnne wall jet however, the streamvrise variation of Reynolds 

number is morc s evere as iwlicated in Eq. (j.10a ) for (e) linked to 

t he outer re gi on and Er~. . (j .1 Ob ) if linked to the i l((l.er r egi on . 

R : (~[j~)O ... f,. ~ ~ ?C, 

I 

or 

The strollf,er dependency of Reynolds number on s treamvrise position 

tends to invalidate the b asic nssumpti.:.m of the analysis. One .result 

of this is that the values of Ha" and ''b'' obtained by the two 

a:lternative approaches differ cO:lsiderably. Furthermore Eq. (j.10b) 

doe s not approach the case of a "half free jet 11 as oe. approaches 

uni ty. In view of the stronger dependency of Reynolds number on 

streamwise position (x), the plane v/all jet mus t be regarcled as an 

essentially more difficult problem than a radi a l wall j et and the 

limitations of' Glauert's approach reoognised. 

FrOla Eqs. (9.7 G) and 9. 8 G) the values of "a " and. "b" 
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corresp onding to cJ::,.:: 1.1 can be determined and vary be-cween 0.469 < a < 0.525 

o . gcr.< b.( f and 0 . 85 < b < 1 • As there are, a priori, no grounds for preferring 

one of these alt ernative results to the other it must be accepted 

that Glauert's theory does not satisfac"torily predict the sLreamwise 

development of a plane wall jet . 

Any experi mental determination of "a" and ''b'' for a p lane wall 

jet will be suscep tible to three-dimensional cross flow e f fects and 

an effective system of end plates tOLether with a large r a tio of 



." 

Elate width . , is necessary to reduce these effects to an 
boundary layer thicl::ncss 

acceptable level. Fig-. (3.8) shows 10g(U) and log (dt) as a function of 

log(x), where x is measured from the effective origin obtained by linear 

"" extrapolation, and the following values are noted (a) = 0.63, (b) = 0.965. 

The effect of three-dimensional oross flow will be to increase the value 

of "a" and deorease "b". It would appear that the experimental information 

tended to support Eq. (3.l0a) rather than the alternative Eq. (3.1Ob). 

3.2.3. Predictions of the streamwise development of a 

wall , jet based on momentum principles. 

For a free jet the conditions of similarity and oonstant streamwise 

momentum enable estimates of peak jet velocity to be made at any stream-

wise station in terms of the slot width and slot exit velocity. For a 

wall jet however, the momentum is reduoed by the surface shearing 

force. Glauert t s theorem of constancy of "flux of exterior momentum flux", 

which is deduced for a viscous wall jet by considering the equation of 

motion and the assooiated boundary conditions as an eigenvalue problem,is 

not valid for a turbulent wall jet as it isneoessary to postUlate a 

diff erent form for the lateral variation of turbulent eddy viscosity 

for the inner and outer regions. 

The present aPiJrOaCn to the problem is one which considers the loss 

of momentum, using the experimentally determined skin friction relationship. 

Considering unit width of a plane wall jet on a flat plate, the rate of 

loss of momentum is equal to the surface shearing stress 
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In order to calculate the momentum associated with ,a given velocity 

profile, the latter is represented by a 1/7th power law boundary layer 

type profile f rom the surface to the veloci ty maximum, together wi th a 

plane f~ee jet type profile outsi de this regi on. Thus, 

0<:1"< b, ~)- = (t,))1 (3.12a) 

d. ~ 'L c.. oV ~~ :. (I - to t'\ h. ? '"'" ) 
• <T u I (3.12b) 

hi hQ K.. h = o( 'J - &j ) 
I X .. 

cs- is a parameter which defines the rate of spread of the outer region 

and is related to the Prandtl constant of eddy viscosity err) .' 

Thus from Eq. (3.12b) 

o:!t ;. icv", ~ -I -'- == 0, 8~ 
' .11 :x:. ~ 

\ \oIr~ U 
where (} t is the :wdi th from the point where u = U, to u = /2. From 

Eqs. (3.6a) and (3.6b) we have a relation between (I<:') and (er) thus: 
'(d~\ (o.S'tJ) 

,~~ i.) , J.l1..-C +~. ;:: 
I'( =- ').. - 1''1.~ • , 

fOrrlQ,c 7t - h 'l'I'llJJ< li ~ 
K: _ ~,(~) ~ 'tfoc' (p~l) 

£ ""'1l( 1[ 1}'W11:4)t 1'tt... 
,Aocepting the mean of these, two results as represent;ative, Y(' is 

determined as a :functionofoc..using, Glauert I s theory. It can be seen 

that for small values of Qc) just greater than unity, the error introduced 

by assuming 0<:.. = 1 and accepting the value lJl't = 1 . ,125 deduced by Schlichting 
... ~ 

for a free jet, is not much iarger than the difference between Eq. (3.1 ,;8.) 

and (3.13b). Thus using this value of K(S""and the value of K= 0.0218 from 

Section 3. 2 . 2 . 2.4. the corresponding value of 0= 1 2.9 and this va lue 

will be assuted t o be independent of Reynolds number to the first order. 



(1 .1'2..,-) Cl. rti- ) 
From Eqs. (~) and ~ the streamwise momentum associated with 

a wall jet is I . 2. w 

I = U '2. f,j -(~)0/1 cY'J) t- ,u, xl 0 - t>t~ \) "2. cl? 
!J or, r, (J 0 . 
/ I , 

or ~?~; - I + r(~a} (~J "" /t- Ib'+r 
3 U'" 

where 
?;\ 

~ = ~ oan be derived as a function of Reynolds number experimentally 
Ilt 

'or as a function of (oc.) (i.e., Reynolds number and I'C) from Glauert's theory. 

~ is a slowly varying func tion of Reynolds number and can be assumed 

constant along the length of a wall jet. 

Substituting Eq. (3.14) into Eq. (3.11) and using Eq. (3.4) as the 

appropriate skin friction re la tionship we have 

The integration of' this equation can strictly only be taken from the 

streamwise station for which similarity of me an veloci ty profile is 

achi0ved but if taken to the jet nozzle will give an approximation to 

the streamwise momentum loss and hence the peak jet velocity at arry 

s:b;!~ mementl.Ull loss- and. henee th.Q peak jEfiT v~l~ ~ Bl'It'!f streamwise 

station. Hence integrating Eq. C3 .15) :r.rom x=Xo ' U=U 0 to any arbitrary 

streamwise station we have 
i ,I ~ 

, (T\Y~ "2 Y&, 
- r,) ::; \ - ( l1.t - .= 1. a __ . 0 , u ;-8 r!' 

c ~lJ, xJ '- (1+ '''f~) 2 {'O-' 

In order to e s timate t he magnitude of cross flow . effects i n t he I'rall 

jet measurements of the author, the strerumvise variation of jet 
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momentum (J) determined experimentally f'rom the mean velocity traverses 

was compared wi th that predicted by Eq. (3.16) using the station 3 in. 

downstream of the jet exit as the initial station. The equilibrium 

mean velocity profile is already established at this station. The 

strerumvise rate of loss of momentum flux was found to be considerably 

in excess of that which could be accounted for by the surface shearing 

farce and it is presumably associated with lateral spread effects in 

the absenoe of end plates. 

As the momentum 10s6 ~ is normally small, Eq.(3.16) can be 
To 

wri tten using ' a bino'i'ial e>.."})ansion thus ~ I I 

6T = ~ 'f" 0 .6~3'8. a- . (UJt;j) ,q[1 _ \h~~)/~} (J. G t-) 
Tv (1+1'{J4~) ~ . )(J 

Normally with thin slits, ' only values of ( x ) much greater than (x
o

) are 

of interest. In order to consider conditions up to the slit exit, it is 

reasonable to assume Xo~10 t, f ~t, U = U 1 t' Then taking u= 12.9 o 0 s 0 

and ~ = 0.2 at normal scale Reynolds numbers it is possible to define 

4d. This faotor is of considernble interest in relation to the surface J o . 

friction losses associated with a jet flap scheme which uses a significant 

percentage chord flap as a means of directing the jet. It is shown in 

Section (3.4) that the stre~se development of a wall jet and in 

particular that of the peak jet velocity is to the first order not 

af~ected by the presence of a f'ree stream superposed on ~_~ the 

~all jet. Thus Eq. (3.16) can be assumed to define correctly the 

behaviour in these circumstances as long as the maximum jet velocity 

exceeds the local f'ree stream velocity • 



3-3. Effect of surface curvature on the structure 

and development of a wall "jet. 

The detailed analysis of (3. 2) has not been extended to the 

case of a curved surface. Before further progress can be made in 

this respect there are two outstanding problems to be considered. 

(i) Assuming that the outer part of the velocity profile can 

be represented by a "half" jet mean velocity profile, it 

" is necessary to investigate the dependence of the 

coefficient of eddy viscosity on surface curvature. 

(ii) It is necessary t o investigate the separation of the wall 

jet from the curved surface ~d, possibly by analogy with 

t he approach used for a turbulent boundary l~er, establish 

a criterion for this separation. This will involve 
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detailed measurements of the velocity distribution in the 

immedia t e vicinity of the surface whi ch can only be obtained 

by an experimental investigation unliertaken on a large scale. 

Nel ther of these pOints have been considered eX'p 'orimentally but 

it is thought that the analysis which follows might be used as a means 

of predicting the static pressure distribution on a curved surface and 

hence as a basis for an investigation of wall jet separation on a 

convex surface. 

It is assumed that the velocity distribution across the wall jet 

is adequately represented by Eq. (3.12a) and (3.12b) and the jet 

momentum by Eq. (3.14). Assuming also that the streamlines are 

ap~)roximately parallel to the surface, the equation for the pressure 

gradient across a streamline is given by the expression 

= t------
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where 

As ~ is normally s mall compared with unity 1 Eq. (3 .17) may be written 

-( f(~ - pw) __ {'1.n- f".1, \fd'7 + I· O<f fl [1-}'1 !t·\~J\l ((., 'f I) "J.. (3.18) 
~/~(X) - CD Z (I +- i It) o?. liYrI ~ 

FUrthermore 1 the last two terms on the right hand side of Eci. (3.18) 

are normally of second order and can be neglected. The value of 

/ -1~(~!a~ ~ \ )_7.. d1 -
b (1+-1/((1) as a flmCtion of R has been evaluated 

numerically and is shown in Fig. (3.9). It is therefore possible to 

obtain an estimate of the value of (c::r) from the statio ,pressure 

distribution on a curved surface. The streamwise variation of the 

momentum of the wall jet J(x) must be considered. 

3.4. Effects of free stream on the deVelopment of a wall jet. 

An experimental investigation of the interaction of a wall jet and 

a turbulent boundary layer was undertaken by replacing the suction 

system in the boundary layer duct described in section (1) by a 

tangential blowing slot. Velocity profiles were taken at stations T6
1 

T7 and T8~ig. (1.2)]for various combinations of jet exit velocity and 

local free stream velocity. 

Intui ti ve1y it seems that the effect of a free stream on -the-

development of a wall jet might be twofold. 



(i) Thc jet spread ratc might be expected to decrease due to 

the reduced lateral dimension and difference be~veen peak 

jet velocity and velocity at the effective edge of the wall 

jet. According to Prandtl' s hypothesis it is this dimension 

and t he associated velocity difference which define the 

effective eddy viscosity and hence the lateral spread rate 

of the jet. 

(li) T'ne high degree of turbulence a t the cd&;e of the jet might 

be expected to exaggerate the lateral spread rate by producing 

a more vigorous entrainment process. 

With reference to Figs. (3.1-() a, b and c) it would appear that the net 

resul t of these two opposing effects is to produce a spread rate only 

slightly less than that corresponding to a simple wall jet" (i.eo Zero 

free stream case~. 

3.5. Prediction of ,PI' as a non-dime~.2..nal blowil?~ .p~eter. 

In section .3.4 it was shown that the streamwise variation of the 

maximum velocity of a wall jet/bol.U1dary layer combination could be 

calculated in tenus of the case of zero -rree stream velocity. In 

addition section (3.2) shown t..1!at the spread of a wall .jet on a p11"l.ne 

surface can be predicted in similar mw..ner to a nomal free ,jet emerging 

into still air, the main difference being in the value of the effective 

jet mixine constant end the dissipation of momentum by surface shearing 

forces. It is f'urther asswned t ha t t he local 9.lrface radius of 

Ctu--vatul'e is large compBxed to the characteristic lateral jet dimension, 

fi-omwhich it is reasonable to neglect the direct effects of local 

surface curvature on the spread rate. FirstlY, canaider the case in 
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which the adverse pressure gz:-adient is insufficient to cause a 

separation of the jet from the surface. Under these circumstances 

the lif't coeff'icient achieved is determined by the displacement 

thiclmess of the wall jet/boundary layer combination at the trailing 

edge and also the velocity profile at this station which cnn be 

characterised. by the ratio(U~tT~ '1. This ratio is directly related 
" U ft(ll/. sl"r-ll-o..".;T:e.} . 

to the non-dimensional momentmn blowing coefficient 0)J- thus I-

Col -= _'V'1 L ;~. 1.. , (I + '04/5) . (lJ~t T~ ) 

I ~,.o UcJ c.. ;) (j fA \)ftfJ.'sf1.1~, ~ 
where v.. is the streamwise momentum loss i'actor = :,iomerltum at t.rniling edge 

I Momentum at jet exit 

\ ::: fiap chord 
wing chord. 

0- = 12.9 = lateral spread coef'f'icient of a wall jet 

p = ~yrt) 
Inserting repres(;ntative values of f= 0.8, F = 0.2, A = 0.3 

we have 

( 
U jQt 't~ )).. 

OM..:: C.04GG, -.-
f U ~stl"'a.w-.. TE.. · 

Thus for a given configuration and for a small flap deflection 

(f <.25° sc.y ) which is insufficient to induce c.. 1'10\"; ncparetion, the 

value of Or"" can be interpreted directly :in tcrmn of velocity :ratio c.t 

the tr-ailing edge. It v;ou1d be interesting to analyse the l ift 

c oefficien t of' such a f lapped aerof'oil relative to the iueal potential 

flow -{o.1uc, jJl o1'uer t o deterrdne the gignif'icance of this h"D.i line 

edge velocity ra-(;to. Int ut 1.vely one mi eht expect that a value of' 

iil'aiJ.int; edf:C VE!locl ty ratio of an order 1.0 wou.ld be necessary in 

order to re~li3e the 110'Gcl1ti a l. flaN lif't coefficient for a small value 

of' flap d efl~ ct5. on. 



As the flap angle is increased, the influence of the adverse 

pressure gradient associated with the free stream bec0mes increasingly 

important until ultimately the wall jet will separate from the surface. 

The adverse pressure gradient vmich the wall jet has to sustain has a 

contribution from the wall jet itself as well as fr om the free stream. 

The contribution of the wall jet to this pressure gradient is partly 

derived from the variation of local curvature along the surface but 

as was seen in Section (303), the l a teral spreading of a wall jet 

round a surface of constant curvature induces a pressure gradient 

around the surface. It is di fficult to generalise as t o the relative 

proportions of each of these c ontributions to the surface pressure 

variation but it seems probable that the self induced pressure f ield 

will be more localised in the vicinity of the flap knuckle 'hhere the 

local curvature is large and the wall jet boundary layer thin. Hence 

the major factor governing separation will be the free stream pressure 

distribution which is spread over the gr-eater part of the flap chord 

and hence acts on the wall jet boundary layer at a l a ter stage in its 

development when it is thicker and therefore more prone to separation. 

By analogy with the behaviour of a n ormal turbulent boundary layer 

in an adverse pressure gradient, the pararneter representi ng the effects 

of an adverse pressure gradient on a wall jet boundary layer might be 

wri tten ~)< ~ where ~ is the streamwise pressure gr adient along 

the surface. In accordance with nor ma l practice the surface 
) 

shearing stress might be defined by the fht plate value of Eq. (j.4). 

Foll~lng Spence's (1958) approach to the derivation of an auxiliary 

equation one might seek to establish an equation for the shape factor 



of the wall jet boundary lsyer mean velocity profile of the form 

(UJI) y~ ~ dH -=- Lh{HJ.l~ -A'iL ~,j£] + ~JH) . 
l ~ et, '1.ILJ )C T' 

where 'f, (H) is associated with the variation of shape factor with 

Reynola~ number in zero pressure gradient 
I . Y1 (H) is derived f'rom the behaviour of' a t hick boundary layer 

in a severe a.dverne pressure gradient. 

The momentum equation which is used to def';.ne the stre~.mwise 

variation of the boundary layer thiclmesn parameter in "nomal It 

boundary layer development calculations can be repla.ced by the 
• 

n()ndi tion of constant lateral rate of' spread as detennined by the eddy 

structure of the outer wall jet flow. This e:xpression can be written 

d cr, _ F [U}'I ~1 
~c - ~ ') 

and the form of' the function (F) might be determined experimentally 

or from Glauert's (1956) theory of the wall jet. Using the empirical 

auxiliary equation in conjunction m. th this lateral spread equation 

it might be possible to predict wall jet separation and hence the 

value of C,.,.. necessary to ensure attached flow for large flap angles. 

3.6. Conclusions . 

The work presented is not a complete investigation of the 

problem but it provides an assessment of it and may be useful as A. 

basis for further work. The conclusions cnn be summarised brief'ly 

as follOWs. 

(i) The existence of a region of universal mean velocity 

distribution in the immediate vicinity of the surface which 

is normally associated wi th a turbulent boundary layer, is 

established for the case of a plane wall jet in zero 

pressure gradient. 
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(ii) An empirical skin friction relationship for the wall jet 

Eq. (3.4) is derived from values of surface shearing 

stress which are deduced from t he uni versali ty of the 

inner part of the mean velocity distribution. 
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(iii) A comparison of the results of an experimental investigation 

with Glauert's (1956) theory of the wall jet shows the 

follovv.Lng results: 

(a) The predict ed mean velocity profiles agr-ee reasonably 

well with experiment, although there is a significant 

dincrepancy which has been noted previously by Sigalla 

(1958) 

(b) Glauert's theory predicts a relationship between the 

eddy viscosi ty constant (1\) ~ local Reynolds number (R) 

and the Glauert velocity profile shape factor k) 

which is not in agreement w:i. th experiment. 

(c) Glauert' s theory does not adequately predict the 

streamwise variation of maximum jet velocity or lateral 

. spread rate for a plane wall jet. 

It is noted that, in the case of a free jet, the constant 

of eddy viscosity (K) is best de termined from the lateral 

spread rate •. 

(iv) An expression is derived for the variation of the maximum 

velocity of a wall jet using momentum princi ples. A significant 

proportion of the jet momentum m~ be dissipated by the 

surface shearing force immediately dovnlstream of the slot. 

(v) An expression is derived for the surface static pressure 

distribution for a curved wall jet. Separation of a wall jet 



has not been considered. 

(vi) The superposi tion of a free stream does not greatly modify 

the streamwise variation of maximum jet veloci~. It is 

shown that Cl"'- can be interpreted directly in terms of the 

ratio (~~._.IE ._. __ , \ 
U ft'UI- S 1;:0(4\', T e. ) • 

307. Suggestions for :fUrther work. 

It is clear from the conclusions that the investigation is not 

complete 0 There are, in the opinion of the author, two further lines 

of investigation \vhich would complete this work and thereby leave one 

wi th a clearer understanding of the mechanism of blowing as a means of 

suppressing a boundar,y l~er separation. 

First~ a comprehensive experimental investigation is required of 

the separation of a wall jet from a curved surface both with and vii thout 

a free stream. Attention should be directed towards the development 

of the wall jet boundary layer region up to separation with particular 

reference to the behaviour of the mean flow parameters such as shape 

factor and skin friction coefficient. Interpreting such measurements 

against a general background of information with regard to the separation 

of a normal turbulent boundar,y IB3"er, it ought to be possible to 

establish an auxiliary equation for wall jet boundary layer shape factor 

as suggested in section 3.5. This would facilitate the treatment of 

the problem of trailing edge blowing at large flap angles for which the 

local adverse pressure gradient along the nap might be sufficient' to 

cause separation of the jet from the surface. It would also be possible 

to state quantitatively how much blowing is required ~t 'the leading 

98. 
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edge of a wing in order to suppress a leading edge separation. In 

this case the optimum jet momentum required is clearly that which 

just maintains the wall j et in an unsepara. ted condi tioI1 in sp i te of 

the adverse pressure gradient aft of the leading edge suction peak. 

The second investigation suggested by the author is a confirmation 

in practical terms of the separation criterion which one might hope to 

deduce from the above v.ork. Thus it is suggested that a two dimensional 

wing with a blown trailing edge flap should be pressure plotted in a 

wind tunnel or in flight. Mean velocity traverses perpendicular to 

the local sur:f'ace and at various chordwise stations would show the 

streamwise development of the wall jet/boundary layer combination 

and in particular the variation of the ratio 

Maximum jet velocity It is this velocity ratio 
~ Local velocity outside the boundary layer 

together with the effective displacement thickness of the wall jet/ 

bound.a.ry layer combination at the trailing edge of the flap which 

replaces the well known Kutta 3owkouski condition at a sharp trailing 

edge with potential flow. It is therefore the condition which governs 

the circulation round the section and hence the lift coefficient which 

can be achieved. 



Appendix I 

Calculation of' ( ~ ) for the doubly infinite family of 
opt. 

streamwise velocity distributions of Equation (2·9) 

Using the assurnptions of section (2·4·1) and assumingUo=Uoo, the 

suction velocity ratio and quantity coefficient can be writ t en 

Vs ( Q \. (-1 dU )' . [ (~) G I ~ d r (~)G \ rob- AH 
U = H+2+ r) u Cbe - ~ : (~mJ - fuCt-:- ~ f(~).-l 

and 

A1-2 

Subs tituting for ( ~s ) in equation A1-2 one obtains 

...L 
m+1 ~ J

...L 
d G m+1 

- dx -t. ~(~)m. 
, 

\ 



Appendix I 

Substituting ~or U(x) ~rom equation (2-9), the suction velocity 

ratio can be express ed 

[( G) 1-gm 
• H+2+ r + qCn+1) 

-A1-3 

Substituting into Equation A1-2 this value o~ (If) one obtains 

t 1 
1 ( ) m+1 

= j \~ . 
1/p 

2n+ (,-gm) 
t q m+1) X 

1/m+1~ -1/q 1/rJ
iivm

+
i 

G ' -qr )( p -1 ) P 

pRc 

2ft+1 

x 

-A1-4 
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Hence as ( ~ ) opt is det'ined from 1Jhe condition ~) 0 one can write 

. -(1-1 /r) 
2n+ (1-qm) (t11/q-1) m+1 

t, q(m+1)' /. 

1 
[H+2~ +(1-gm) (1-1/r) X 1 

J~~) · (~) m+T x r q(m+1 ) q(m+1 ) (1_t~1/q) 
A1·5 

t1 
1(9m 

( 1/q r (( -1 I) - . 
2n+ q m+1) 

(1 )-+} m+1 n t • t -1 
p2 t2 

1/p 

1 -1 ...1--2 

x [[H+2 +(~(~~~) - (1-1/) 1 J nm
+

1 ...L +(r-)m+1 ~-1)Jdt q m+1 • (----:1/q . G ' (m+1) G 1-t ) 

(r) (r) or- -- x Gm opt - Gm Poo 

[
1 !!!±.1 y l 

. + m J 



where 

and f(t) 

Appendix I 
t1 

J f(t). 1 / dt 

= H+2+ ({ -gm) _ 
q m+1) 

(1-t -1 q) 1t /r _1_/.;...p _______ _ 

q m+1)' t1 

j f(t) dt 

1/p 

( r ) 
y = \. G • 

t1 
J f(t) dt 

1/p 
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A1 ·6 

( r \ . 
The gro'iitll of \ G) up to the beginning of' suction can be derived 

from the momentum equation thus 

de G 
dX = -

This equation can be rewritten 

Q§ = (1 +m) [ G + (H + .&till) X - e £ill JI 
dx \ 1+m I U dx 



Appendix I 

and integrating O~le obta ins 

I'l X (-! 
P I-' 

eu = (1 +m)G J U die + constant 

where ~ = (1+m) [H + ( ~:: )J 
putting in the inl tial limits U = pUo , ® = @o 

one obtc. ins 

Hence r 
G = 

® dU 
UdX 
-r 

(1 +m)G 

@oeUt3 

x 

J 
o 

f3 
U dx. 

f3 c ~~ 1 .9ll (pUoo\ 1.~. ' 00,;, + 
31-- . .9d£ UJ Cl c -j 

U c ' / ' 

lO~ 

x (3 
I -L ~l 

(1+m) j (pUoo) (3 CJ 
o 

Substi tut:tng from j~Cluation (2-9), this equation can be written 

( " -1/ Cl 1/r 1/ q 1- 1 
\ rG ) = (-qr). ( p -1 ) ( t -1 ) r [ (@)'1J 

1 

where I = J 1 

t 1- Q 

1 1 ~co G + (1+m) I Ai - 8 
f3+ -

t1 q 

1 1 -0q- - - 1 -1 
Y r (1_y)r dy 

1 1 
r (p - Cl _ 1 ) r 
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Aopen(1. ix I 

Dif'fcrentiating .f with respect to t1 one obtains 

(~).-~)= ____________ t~1 _________ __ 

r-( 1 \ 1 
, 13+ - ) + (1 +m) (1 - r) -1 __ . 1 
L. \ q r ---;- \1-t, -~ J 

IIence from equation (Ai ·6) 
_ ('I-i/r) 

dt 1 ( ) 
y = - ~. d\ oft 1 

2n+ i(gm I 1/ ) m+1 ( ' 
t • t q m+1) it q -1 1- ...lL-

1 1 .\1 . 22) 

t1 
= P t, 

/ f(t) dt 

1/p 

(A 1 °l ) 

Consider now the asymptotic c'-t se for vJllich p ... 00. From equation 

(A1°8) we have p -+ w, I -+ 0 , t1 -+ 1 for f "inite (~ ). Also from 

equation 
( . 

(A1 ~~) assuming jf(t)dt finite, Y -+ 0 and hence from 

equation 
,.,) ( ) ( ) 

(Ai . ;((\ \.r -+ ~. • 'The expression 0;: equation. 
~11 \G opt ~ 00 

I r " 
(Ai ·6) for \Gl~oo includes integrals (Beta functions) which can 

not be obtained in closed form. However, assuming that both 

contd. 
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Anpendix I 

i' 

dt and jr(t)dt are finite)then their ratio ~lthough 

nu.rnerically e;rea ter than unity will be of order unity. 'Thus 

the expression for (G~n)co is of order (H + 2) which confirms the 

results derived, somewh, .. t less rigorously, in section (2-4·1) 

If one considers the sp~cial case r = 1, all the 

intpE:T'Rl.S can he eX:9ressed in closed form. However, one looses 

-w , esse .1tial cond1 tion of any sui table streaffiV'lise velocity 

variation in that dU * 0 at ~ = 0 for r = 1. One result of 
dx c 

this is that the case r = 1 gives somewhat misleading predictions 

of' the v~lue of' (G
r ) A. Thus for r = 1" Equations (Ai· 8) and '-
m op l> co I 

(Ai ·6) reduce to 

(1 +m) 

+( - 1 
p q 

A1·te 

contd 
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Hence as p -+ 00, 

not neces ~jarily 

Appendix I 

~ 

-1 I 
L m + 1 

( ,( -qm)J1 . 1 + m 
q m+ '\ ) j J' Lt - (m + 1)Y 

n ) 

~1;;~l (1 
, 

n --

t1 -+ 1 for ( § ) finite~but the value of Y does 

( 
r ' 

approach zero. Hence the value of Gm,~)_oo;;......._ 

[I1+2+l~mrrJ r 
does not approach unity. 

In section (2-3), the strong similarity is noted between the 

value of (~) for large values of recovery Eactor (p) deduced from. 
opt 

considerations of minimum generalised suction quality coefficient 

as i n equation (A1 -6 ) and minimmn local suction velocity ratio. 

Thus using Equation (A1-1) a:1d the condition d(~) = 0 one 

d~ 
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Append.i :: I 

obtains the eCluation 

I r . \ 
( Gm )opt 

1 

JJ 
1 = -----

((-gm) ~l_ 1 
Il+2 + q m+ 1 ) ~ qrrrn:;:r) (--:'-_-""1 ) 

1-t q 

The stroLg rese!nblance between this equation and 

equation (A1 -6) is cOl1:t'irmation of' the suggestion made intUitively 

that the conc.ition of' minimum overall generalised suction 

coef'ficient mie:ht, in the case p -+ 00, be replaced by a condition 

of' minimum local suction velocity. 

Equation (A1.te) was used RS t~e basis ror an iterative method 

f'or estimating the value r ) for the restricted case 
G opt 

(r = 1) as stated in section ( 2 'l~ -1 ) 



Appendix 11 

Step by step calculation o~ the distribution of suction with 

the value o~ shape ~actor (H) varying between predefined limits. 

Following Spence (1956), it was shown in appendix I that 

the momentum integral equation {or an impervious surface can be 

written 

(3 
e u 

x 

= (1+m)G I 

where (3 = (1+m) [H 

(3 
U dx + constant 

+-2+m J 
1 +m 

Assuming values o~ m = 0-2, G = 0·~177, H = 1 -5 we find ~=4 

The auxiliary equation can be written 

which can be integrated to the form 

x 
2 

= constant J 
u dx 

- 8(~)~ 
.o·0013$'" (A2 • 2 ) 

For the monotonic variation of velocity outside the boundary 

layer as represented by equation (2-9) with r = 1, equation (A2.1) 

can be written 

\ ~ 
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+ 

.1. 
0·0106. p q 

---~-( )(.1. \4q+1 pq 

pU o tn en' rerer to conditions dovmstream 
v 

or the nth suction strip and 6n+1 to conditions immedia tely 

upstream of the (n+1)th strip. 

110., 

Substituting this expression ror momentum thickness (~) 

i n to the integral term or the auxiliary equation (A2·2) we have 

xn+1 

J
' U2dx 

Af"U6) 1/5 
Xn -\ v . 

x J 
[ 4q+1 

tn 0.0106 

I n troducing t he new varidble 

s = 
t 

contd. 
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This integral becomes 
112 ' . "~Se 1/q 1) 4 4+-F1 q ;(pu~:a(4g+1 _\r4g+t ~puo tnOn ) P - tn+tn q 

~ ·01 O~ o. 0106 c \ ~ ! P 1/ q 

Sn+1 

x J S5+ ~ ds 

Sn (1_S4+1/ Q ) 

This integral in terms of (S) cannot be expressed in closed form. 

However, ror relatively closely spaced steps for which the value 

of' (S) is just less t han unity the denominator can be written 

approximately thus 
1 

6+ -) 
( 1 - S q 

1 ( \ 
( 4+..J\ Sl \4+ !)' 
\ 1-S q) ~ 

and the integral 
Sn+1 5+ 1 

J
. S q 

1_S4+1/ q 

(6+ 1 \ 
\ q) 

can be written 

ds f1. j 
5+ 1 

S q ds 
6+1/q 

1-8 

1 6+ -

( 
1 - Sn+1 q ) 

6+ 1/q f 
.1-Sn 

contd. 
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And hence the auxiliary equation (A2-2) can be written 

where Fn 1 ________ '_-__ ~ _____ ' __ --l-;--(P-1-/-q---1-)--4---+-4_+ __ ~.J ~~+-1~/q = 4q+1 . ~.lpUo c_ ~ - tnJ' p1/Q tn + "Il 

0-0106 c v 

. .4 + 1 
tn q 

For step~which are closely spaced with respect to the local 

boundary layer thiclmess, the logari tl1mic term of equation (A2 -4) 

is small compared with unity and hence equation (A2-4) can be 

written 
1 
"2 

(~tn+1) = [X(Hn ) J-
\ XC Hn+1)' 
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Appendix 11 

A modified form of equation (A2·5) was used to calculate 

the values of (t1)&(~1) at the onset of suction in terms of 

conditions Ho and (::;.) at the leading edge (~ = 0). Representative 

values of (~o) have been estimated using the approximate method 

of A. Vlalz which is described by Schlichting (1955). The relevant 

equation which governs the growth of a laminarboundary layer can 

be written 

0·470 

'x=O 

Assmning that the velocity gradient is constant from 

the stagnation point (U = 0) to the peak suction (U=pUo), the 

value of eo can be written 

c' = distance from stagnation point 

to :peak sllction. 

Inserting nominal values of c 4 = 0·5ft, Uco = 100ft/sec, c = 4ft 

and 1 = 6400 we have ' le) = v ,\C . 



Appendix 11 

AlsO (~~) = 

m -5 
= (15S) x 6-2 x 10 

-t(1-m) 
p 

Assumi ng that !lloment'lWl thiukneSt) L-3 COllGter..t throughout . 

114. 

the transi ttonal re gion, these vRlnes o:r( eco) and ( ~ )together . 

wi th Ho :.:: 1 ·L~ are used as no~.nir'_al values which define the 

condition of the turbulent boundary layer at the :peak suction 

(Xfc= 0). 

The r.10d ified form of Equati on (A2·5) used to calculate 

the v alues of (t 1 ) and (ec1 ) is based on the assumption that, 

in thi-s case, the de:paI"ture of the value of (8) from unity wi ll 

be l D.rger und a better a:pproximation to the integral expression 

in terms of (8) can be written 

1 
5+ -

8 Cl ds = 
1 

(6+ 1 ) 
q 

contd. 
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Hence the values of (t 1 ) and( ~1 ) Rt the onset of' suction 

1 
- "2. 

(4q+1) -. 
(6q+1) 

0'00135 
• 

0·0106 

It is noted from fig(2·6) there are quite large differences 

liS. 

between the value of' t1 corresponding to the onset of suction 

as calculated "by this method or alternatively using the 

auxiliary equation of -IIe :-::d (1958). This results in a significant 

difference in the predictions of suction quantity (CQ) required 

for a small value of lift coefficient which is just in excess 

of that l"equired to stall the lifting surface without suction. 



Apnendix III 

Evaluation of' the constant of eddy viscosity (K) in t erms of' 

the lateral spread rate using Glauerts' (1956) the ore tical 

apppoac.:h , 

Glauert assurne(s that the mean velocity prof'iles are similar 

and that 

u ex 

y ex 

a x 

where u(y) is the local velocity parallel to the surface and 

y is measured normal to the surf'ace. 

Considering f'irstly the two dimensional ca se and 

introducing the dimensionless variables 

u = l! - v 
U' v = U' y =~ y 

xU 
, x = v' 1jr = 1jrv 

ll6. 

equation ( 6~7 ) G can 'be re v/ritten (G ref'ers to Glauerts' (1956) paper ) 

a+b 
1jr = x f' (TJ) 

=(a~b) 
a 

u x f" (TJ) 

TJ = (a+b) y \-r 
-b x 
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Considering first the case in which the Reynolds nurriller 

dependence of the eddy viscosity is defined from the boundary 

layer region, then 

iCa+b) 
81 = A f... X 

fiG 
V 

i (a+b) 
80 = f... x v 

Sul1sti tuting into thG botmdary layer equation 

then both sides vary with x in the same ,way if 

Hence equation (5-1 G) reduces to 

!L 6 2 

dll 
( A f1 f; ) + f1f; + ex fi = 0 

2 

fo • fofo • + a fo 
I 0 + = 

where a -~ b = 4+4a = 5+4a , 5'"+4a 
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For the outer region we have 

eo:: KUmax Ot 

Substituting from EQuation(A3·1) and EQuation (6·6 G) 

into EQuation (3·5) we have 

le :: 
(4 - 4b) , ( .Q1 )\ 

I ~ x 
f omax Tlt 

where Tlt refers to the interval between the point where 

Substitute in EQuation (2·7) for b in terms of a from 

3·6a 

A similar analys is applies if the streamwise 

variation of eddy viscosity eo is assumed to be linked to 

the outer part , of the velocity profile in which case EQuation 

(A3. 1' ) is rep laced by 
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_ (a+b) 6 
81 = A A. x 1'1 y 

_ (a+b) 
80 = A. x y 

From this b = 1 1'or similarity in Equation (5"1 G) " 

EqUFl tion( 9 ·7O)is replaced by 

and hence 

1" :2 
0max TIt 

The corresponding results for a radial wall jet with 

8 li~~ed to the inner and outer regions are respectively 

c= 

9 lot ) 
5+ 4cx ' \x 

3"7a 

l' ' °max Tlt
2 

2 
( ~) 

1 +cx \ x . 
/C '= 

l' I 

°max Tlt
2 



~F'PENDIX I I I 

It is noted that Equation (3·Bb) predicts the relation 

Given by Schlichting (1955) for a two dimensional free jet as 

the value of a approaches unity, as in this case 

f ' = °max 

and hence 

1 
"2, 

-1 ..J.
Tlt = 2 tanh v'2 

= 

120. 
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TABLE 1. Summary of Experimental Results. 
PHASE I. Without diffuser centrebogy 

Station Local 
(Ref. radius of Suction U, 

AA. • er- (~~l ' ~. 
Axis:vmnetric Twodimensional 

Fig.1.2) curvature coeff. ' ~~ 
, 

2. _ ~ s~ 
H3 cf~ 9t. H2 cf ' r thou. ( A) ft/sec. ft/sec. \1, thou. thou. thou. thou. 

CAI-t. . c..AJ... 
T2( a) (2") 4020 Zero 133.5 4.83 26.2 162 123 1.3 27.5 176 136 1.29 28.1 

(c) " " 133.5 5.00 28.2 124 96 1.29 30.7 132 103 1.28 30.6 
( e) " " 133.1 5.00 28.2 120 93 1.29 31.0 128 101 1.27 31.4 
(g) 11 " 133.1 ' 4.85 26.4 136 102 1.32 "28.5 145 112 1.29 "29.6 

T3(a)(2") 4230 Zero 124-.4 3.66 17.2 191 131 1.46 22.1 205 143 1.43 22.8 
T5(a) (3;}) 4620 Zero 113.5 2.09 6.78 399 224- 1.78 11.9 452 259 1.75 12.0 

" 0.132 109.7 398 227 1.75 

" 0.223 108.6 406 234- 1.74 

T5( a)( 2") 4740 Zero 110.5 2.07 7.00 411 220 1.86 10.5 457 254- 1.80 11.3 
( c) " " 
(e) 11 " 
(g) " " 110.4 2.15 7.6 399 217 1.84 11.0 

T5(a)(2") " 0.132 105.4 2.27 9.25 385 217 1.77 13.1 

T5( a)(2") It 0.223 101.2 2.37 10.8 359 209 1.72 13.7 
(c) " 0.223 101.6 2.9 16.2 279 179 1.56 18.5 305 199 1.53 18.8 
( e) " 0.223 100.0 
(g) It 0.223 102.3 1.68 5.38 4.88 231 2.11 7.24 542 266 . 2.04 7.82 

T6(a)(2") 4970 Zero 106.3 1.55 4.26 555 262 2.12 6.85 625 308 2.03 7.54 
T6( a) (2") " 0.223 96.8 1.86 7.38 493 259 1.90 9.91 

Note. The factor 10-4 is omitted from the column of cf values. 
Cl IS ( l\!"' c ll J...~rrd lISII'IG. I !-I E. 1; ~LJ4T IOtV or- /..u~w (~ .:l vj l ll.l.lIiAI./N. (1 "l 4- ~) " ~ 



FHASE I. Without diffuser centreb~ (cont) 

Station Local 
Twobmensional . (Ref. radius of Suction 

Ut ~ ( ) '2. A:x:isynmetric Fig.1.2) curvature coef"f. C 2..M.. I 1f .. I 

~: \ 
.. 

'\ . ~:: - ~ e~ 
H3 c I 91- H2 (>\) f't/sec. ft/ sec. V. thot. c I r thou thou. ... thou • thou. £', .A. ~ 

CAlC. e. A ,,"C. 
T7(a)(2") 5200 Zero 102.6 1.29 3.18 716 311 2.31 4.98 
T7( a) (2") " 0.132 97.8 1.25 3.25 694 295 2.35 4.70 
T7(a)(2") " 0.223 93.8 1.34 . 4.08 672 302 2.20 5.37 
T8( a) (2") 54-50 Zero 100.9 0.945 1.76 876 324 2.70 2.65 1017 410 2.48 3.51 
T8( a) (2") tI 0.223 91.2 0.89 1.91 905 336 2.70 2.73 
T9(a) 5690 Zero 97.7 0.625 0.82 1054- 342 3.08 1.45 1246 J#) 2.83 2.02 
T9(c) 11 11 98.5 1.22 3.02 857 347 2.47 3.74 990 424 2.33 4.43 

( e) 11 11 99.1 1.02 2.12 911 325 2.82 2.29 1067 429 2.49 3.43 
(g) " tI 99.0 1.29 3.38 799 321 2.49 3.70 912 384- 2.38 4.19 

T9(a) 11 0.223 88.0 0.63 1.03 1094 347 3.15 1.34 
(c) 11 0.223 88.6 1.85 8.74 572 304 1.88 10.1 645 353 1.83 10.5 
( e) tI 0.223 88.7 1.05 2.78 843 344- 2.45 4.01 979 421 2.33 4.56 
(g) 11 0.223 89.0 0.86 1.87 973 330 2.95 1.85 1131 411 2.75 2.38 

Note. The factor 10-4 is ami tted :from the column of c
f 

values. 



station Local 
(Rei' • . radius of 
Fig.1.2) curvature 

r t hou. 

T3(2") 4230 

T3(2") " 
T3(2") " 

T5(4-~) 4500 

T5(4~) " 

T5(4~) " 
T5(3l:) 4620 

" " 
" " 
" " 
" " 
" " 

T5(2~) 4680 

" " 
" " 
" " 
" " 
" " 

Suction 
coeff. 
( A) 

Zero 

0.0294-

0.0955 
Zero 

0.0294 

0.0955 
Zero 

0.0175 

0.0294 

0.055 

0.0955 

0.163 
Zero 

0.0175 

0.0294 

0.055 

0.0955 
0.163 

Ut 
ft/sec. 

123.6 

123.15 
121. 79 

114-.7 

113.7 

113.25 

112.1 
112.1 
111.8 

112.7 
112.0 

111.8 

109.9 
110.2 

110.9 

110.9 

112.0 

110.5 

TABLE 1. Surnma.:tj" of Experimental Results. 

PHASE H. With diffuser centrebody. 

~ .. 
(
,--. ,"2. Axls:ymmetric 

[::.1 ~_- ' (. 
of 01 9 3 H 

ft/sec. U, thou. thou. 3 c' 
f 

Ctn.c~ 
3.4 

2.55 
2.73 

3.06 

2.5 

Not 

in 

15.1 238.5 

9.86 338 
11.5 308 

14.6 270 

9.94 345 
316 

335 

300 

equalibrium 
336 

278 
355 2.32 8.9 

Not 

in 

Equalibrium 

332 

320 

301 
291 

276 

163 1.46 21.0 

201 1.68 14.2 
191 1.61 16.3 

174 1.55 18.3 

202 1.68 13.7 

197 

197 
181 

212 

183 
208 

1.6 

1.69 
1.65 

1.59 

1.52 
1.71 13.7 

205 1.62 

198 1.62 

189 1.58 

188 1.55 

183 1.51 

Note. The factor 10-4 is omitted from the column of cf values. 

Twodimensional 
, &:; 091. H c I 

thou. thou. 2 ~1.. 
. C I'\:r;-

261 182 1.43 21.3 

373 229 1.63 15.0 

339 215 1.58 16.4 

295 195 1.51 18.9 

382 233 1.64 14.8 

Not 

Calculated 

392 237 1.65 14.6 

Not 

Calculated 



PHASE II. With diffuser centrebody (cont) 

Station Local 
(Ref. radius of Suction U. 

1. AXis:vmnetric Twodimensional 
Fig.l.2) curvature coeff ft • ~:2(~? I ~: 

, , ~ .. , 
e. H3 

91 H2 r thou. (~) ft/sec. thou. c • thot. thou. c' ft/ sec. 1], thou. f CA£~ C/1\.l, 
T5(211

) 4740 Zero 108.2 2.24 8.56 363 209 1.74 13.1 400 238 1.68 13.9 
tt " 0.0175 109.0 2.61 11.4 350 210 1.67 14.6 386 239 1.62 15.3 
11 tt 0.0294 109.4 2.74 12.5 330 203 1.63 15.7 362 228 1.59 16.1 
11 11 0.055 109.0 2.90 14.2 304 193 1.58 17.1 332 215 1.54 17.7 
11 11 0.0955 108.6 3.05 15.8 288 186 1.55 18.3 315 208 1.51 18.7 
11 11 0.163 109.0 3·4 19.5 260 175 1.49 20.3 282 196 1.44 21.3 

T6(2") 4970 Zero 103.0 1.68 5.32 503 253 1.99 8.55 562 294 1.91 9.32 
11 11 0.0175 102.9 2.04 7.84 438 238 1.84 10.9 485 272 1.78 li.7 
11 11 0.0294 102.9 2.16 8.82 417 233 1.78 11.9 460 266 1.73 12.6 

" " 0.055 103.5 2.39 10.7 371 222 1.69 14.5 419 250 1.68 13.8 
11 " 0.0955 104.2 2.65 12.9 336 210 1.60 16.4 378 236 1.6 15.9 
11 11 0.163 105.0 3.03 16.7 287 187 1.53 19.0 312 207 1.51 18.9 

T7(3iIl
) 5100 Zero 101. 7 1..36 3.60 617 276 2.24 5 .• 69 696 327 2.13 6.41 

11 11 0.0175 101.2 1.75 5.93 521 260 2.02 8.4 581 300 1.94 8.87 
11 11 0.0294 100.8 1.84 6.7 487 247 1.97 8.93 539 283 1.90 9.61 
11 11 0.055 100.9 2.02 8.0 450 238 1.89 10.2 496 271 1.83 10.8 

" 11 0.0955 101.0 2.36 11.0 387 220 1.74 12.7 420 247 1.70 13.6 
11 11 0.163 

T7(211
) 5200 Zero 100.4 1.16 2.7 693 291 2. 33 4.5 790 350 2.26 5.15 

11 11 0.0175 100.0 1.52 4.62 580 273 2.13 6.85 651 320 2.03 7.60 
11 11 0.0294 99.7 1.74 6.12 533 265 2.01 8. 26 595 307 1.94 8.80 
tI 11 0.055 99.7 1.97 7.84 471 21}9 1.89 10.1 522 286 1.83 10.7 
11 11 0.0955 99.8 2.24 10.0 4£)6 230 1.76 12.4 444- 259 1.71 13.2 
11 11 0.163 100 Q O 2,,77 15<;3 300 188 le 6 17.1 322 207 1.56 17.8 
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Problem of tangenti.al blow as a means 

of suppressing a flow separation. 

Deve10pnent of· t1.1rbulent wall 
jet in the absence of free stream. 

Effects of free stream (3.5) 

structure arid deve10pnent 
of a wall jet on a plane 
surface. (3.2) 

Effect of surface 
cUrvature on st:ructure and 
development of wa.ll jet. 
"Coanda effect". Surface 
pressure distribution for 
curved wall jet (3.3). 
Separation of wall jet. 

Interaction of 
plane wall jet 
wi th unifonn 
free stream. 

Effect ot free stream 
adverse pressure gradient 
on development and 
separation of a wall jet. 

FIG. 3.1. BREAKDOWN OF THE PROBIEM OF TANGENTIAL BIDWING. 
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FIG. 3.2 EgpIRmm' USED TO INVESTIGATE THE DEVELOPMENT 

OF A WALL JET AIDNG A PLANE SURFACE. 
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